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SUMMARY

Insulin-like growth factor I (IGF-I) is a polypeptide with a molecular weight of 7.649 kDa and an anabolic potential. Thereby, IGF-I has a promising therapeutic value e.g. in muscle wasting diseases such as sarcopenia. IGF-I is mainly secreted by the liver in response to growth hormone (GH) stimulation and is rather ubiquitously found within all tissues. The effects of IGF-I are mediated by its respective IGF-I transmembrane tyrosine kinase receptor triggering the stimulation of protein synthesis, glucose uptake and the regulation of cell growth. The actions of IGF-I are modulated by six IGF binding proteins binding and transporting IGF-I in a binary or ternary complex to tissues and receptors and modulating the binding of IGF-I to its receptor. The nature of the formed complexes impacts IGF-I’s half-life, modulating the half-life between 10 minutes (free IGF-I) to 12 - 15 hours when presented in a ternary complex with IGF binding protein 3 and an acid labile subunit (ALS). Therefore, sustained drug delivery systems of free IGF-I are superficially seen as interesting for the development of controlled release profiles, as the rate of absorption is apparently and easily set slower by simple formulation as compared to the rapid rate of elimination. Thereby, one would conclude, the formulation scientist can rapidly develop systems for which the pharmacokinetics of IGF-I are dominated by the formulation release kinetics. However, the in vivo situation is more complex and as mentioned (vide supra), the half-life may easily be prolonged up to hours providing proper IGF-I complexation takes place upon systemic uptake. These and other aspects are reviewed in Chapter I, within which we introduce IGF-I as a promising therapeutic agent detailing its structure and involved receptors along with the resulting signaling pathways. We summarize the control of IGF-I pharmacokinetics in nature within the context of its complex system of 6 binding proteins to control half-life and tissue distribution. Furthermore, we describe IGF-I variants with modulated properties in vivo and originated from alternative splicing. These insights were translated into sophisticated IGF-I delivery systems for therapeutic use. Aside from safety aspects, the challenges and requirements of an effective IGF-I therapy are discussed. Localized and systemic IGF-I delivery strategies, different routes of administration as well as liquid and solid IGF-I formulations are reviewed. Effective targeting of IGF-I by protein decoration is outlined and consequently this chapter provides an interesting guidance for successful IGF-I-delivery. In Chapter II, we firstly outline the stability of IGF-I in liquid formulations with the intention to
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deliver the biologic through the lung and the impact of buffer type, sodium chloride concentration and pH value on IGF-I stability is presented. IGF-I integrity was preserved in histidine buffer over 4 months at room temperature, but methionine 59 oxidation (Met(o)) along with reducible dimer and trimer formation was observed in an acidic environment (pH 4.5) and using acetate buffer. Strong aggregation resulted in a complete loss of IGF-I bioactivity, whereas the potency was partly maintained in samples showing a slight aggregation and complete IGF-I oxidation. Atomization by air-jet or vibrating-mesh nebulizers yielded in limited Met(o) formation and no aggregation. The results of IGF-I nebulization experiments regarding aerosol output rate, mass median aerodynamic diameter and fine particle fraction were comparable with 0.9% sodium chloride reference, approving the applicability of liquid IGF-I formulations for pulmonary delivery. In **Chapter III** we escalated the development to solid delivery systems designed for alveolar landing upon inhalation and by deploying trehalose and the newly introduced for pulmonary application silk-fibroin as carriers. Microparticles were produced using nano spray drying following analyses including IGF-I integrity, IGF-I release profiles and aerodynamic properties. *In vitro* transport kinetics of IGF-I across pulmonary Calu-3 epithelia were suggesting similar permeability as compared to IGF-I’s cognate protein, insulin that has already been successfully administered pulmonary in clinical settings. These *in vivo* results were translated to an *ex vivo* human lung lobe model. This work showed the feasibility of pulmonary IGF-I delivery and the advantageous diversification of excipients for pulmonary formulations using silk-fibroin. **Chapter IV** focuses on an innovative strategy for safe and controllable IGF-I delivery. In that chapter we escalated the development to novel IGF-I analogues. The intention was to provide a versatile biologic into which galenical properties can be engineered through chemical synthesis, e.g. by site directed coupling of polymers to IGF-I. For this purpose we genetically engineered two IGF-I variants containing an unnatural amino acid at two positions, respectively, thereby integrating alkyne functions into the primary sequence of the protein. These allowed linking IGF-I with other molecules in a site specific manner, i.e. via a copper catalyzed azide-alkyne Huisgen cycloaddition (click reaction). In this chapter we mainly introduce the two IGF-I variants, detail the delivery concept and describe the optimization of the expression conditions of the IGF-I variants.

In conclusion, we span from simple liquid formulations for aerolization through solid systems for tailored for maximal alveolar landing to novel engineered IGF-I analogues. Thereby, three
strategies for advanced IGF-I delivery were addressed and opportunities and limitations of each were outlined. Evidence was provided that sufficiently stable and easy to manufacture formulations can be developed as typically required for first in man studies. Interestingly, solid systems – typically introduced in later stages of pharmaceutical development – were quite promising. By use of silk-fibroin as a new IGF-I carrier for pulmonary administration, a new application was established for this excipient. The demonstrated success using the ex vivo human lung lobe model provided substantial confidence that pulmonary IGF-I delivery is possible in man. Finally, this work describes the expression of two IGF-I variants containing two unnatural amino acids to implement an innovative strategy for IGF-I delivery. This genetic engineering approach was providing the fundament for novel IGF-I analogues. Ideally, the biologic is structurally modified by covalently linked moieties for the control of pharmacokinetics or for targeted delivery, e.g. into sarcopenic muscles. One future scenario is dicussed in the ‘conclusion and outlook’ section for which IGF-I is tagged to a protease sensitive linker peptide and this linker peptide in return is coupled to a polyethylenglykole (PEG) polymer (required to prolong the half-life). Some proteases may serve as proxy for sarcopenia such that protease upregulation in compromised muscle tissues drives cleavage of IGF-I from the PEG. Thereby, IGF-I is released at the seat of the disease while systemic side effects are minimized.
ZUSAMMEMFASSUNG

Der PEG Rest wird benötigt, um die Halbwertszeit von IGF-I zu erhöhen. Einige Proteasen könnten als Stellvertreter für Sarkopenie dienen, so dass die Hochregulierung der Proteasen in gefährdeten Muskelgeweben zur Spaltung von IGF-I und dem PEG Rest führt. Dadurch wird IGF-I am Ursprung der Erkrankungen freigesetzt, während die systemischen Nebenwirkungen weitgehend vermindert sind.
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ABSTRACT

This review starts off outlining the control of Insulin-like growth factor I (IGF-I) kinetics in Nature and by virtue of a complex system of 6 binding proteins controlling half-life and tissue distribution of this strong anabolic peptide. In addition, alternative splicing is known to result in IGF-I variants with modulated properties in vivo and this insight is currently translated into advanced IGF-I variants for therapeutic use. Insights into these natural processes resulted in biomimetic strategies with the ultimate goal to control pharmacokinetics and have recently propelled new developments leading to optimized pharmaceutical performance of this protein in vivo. Aside from parenteral administration routes, IGF-I was successfully delivered across various epithelial barriers from liquid as well as from solid pharmaceutical forms opening novel and more convenient delivery modalities. IGF-I decoration yielded effective targeting upon systemic administration expanding the options for optimally deploying the growth factor for therapy. This review summarizes the exciting biotechnological and pharmaceutical progress seen for IGF-I delivery in recent years and critically discusses outcome in light of translational application for future IGF-I therapeutics.
INTRODUCTION

Insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I) is a polypeptide with a molecular weight of 7.649 kDa playing a key role in the regulation of cellular growth and metabolism. The growth factor was discovered in 1957 [2] and renamed as Somatomedin in 1972 [3]. Complete structural characterization was in 1978 [4]. IGF-I is a 70 amino acid peptide in a single chain with three disulfide bonds and classified into four domains (A, B, C, D; Figure 1). The “insulin-like” characteristics of IGF-I are structurally reflected by the homology of its A and B chains with those of Insulin [5]. In spite of these structural similarities, Insulin binds the Insulin receptor with 100 fold better affinity as compared to IGF-I [6-8]. The specific IGF-I transmembrane tyrosine kinase receptor is composed of two extracellular α – subunits (~ 130 kDa), containing a cysteine-rich domain for ligand specificity with two transmembrane β-subunits (~ 95 KDa) [9, 10]. IGF-I binding to its receptor activates PI3K (phosphatidylinositol-3kinase) and MAP (mitogen-activated protein) kinase pathway [6]. IGF-I receptors are found nearly ubiquitously including cells of the immune system (T-cells, human monocytes and B-cells), musculoskeletal tissues (chondrocytes, osteoblasts, osteocytes, osteoclasts, myocytes) the reproductive system (e.g. uterus, ovary, placenta, testis), endocrine cells (thyroid cells and adrenal cells) as well as in neural cells, fibroblasts, endothelial cells, hepatocytes, or keratinocytes [11, 12]. The extent to which IGF-I receptors are found in tissues has been correlated with systemic IGF-I levels [13]. Approximately 80% of the IGF-I in blood are produced in the liver (endocrine) and 20% by local production (autocrine/paracrine) both of which resulting in quite distinguishable pharmacological roles [5, 14]. IGF-I activity is further modulated by six IGF--binding proteins (IGFBP-1-6) modulating the pharmacokinetics including tissue distribution, transport across biological barriers, and IGF-I pharmacodynamics [15]. IGF-I stimulates the cellular activity increasing glucose uptake, oxidation and incorporation into glycogen, as well as protein synthesis [12, 16]. It is for these anabolic activities that IGF-I has been suggested for the treatment of atrophic musculoskeletal diseases, including sarcopenia, cachexia, osteoporosis, growth failure, treatment of cartilage lesions, or for fracture repair [17-25]. Other potential applications include the treatment after myocardial infarction [26], or neurodegenerative diseases [14]. The delicate control of IGF-I activity in vivo is translating into diverse delivery modalities, driven by the intended pharmacological intervention. This article reviews localized delivery
strategies and systemic delivery approaches with the ultimate goal to provide guidance for effective IGF-I delivery.

Pharmacokinetics and safety of IGF-I

IGF-I pharmacokinetics are modulated by six IGF-binding proteins [27]. Approximately 99% of plasma IGF-I is bound to IGFBPs, particularly to IGFBP-3 [7, 13, 16, 28, 29], forming a ternary complex consisting of IGF-I, IGFBP-3 (46-53 kDa protein) and the acid labile subunit (ALS; 88 kDa glycoprotein). This ternary 150-kDa complex increases the plasma half-life of IGF-I from 10 minutes in free form [6, 30] to 12-15 hours [6, 30]. These insights were therapeutically translated by administering IGF-I together with IGFBP-3 (vide infra) in an effort to address the challenge of the short plasma half-life of free IGF-I. The formation of a ternary complex is known for IGF-I, ALS and IGFBP-5, but not for IGFBP-1, -2, -4, or -6 [31]. The A domain and B domain of IGF-I (Figure 1) are mainly responsible for interactions with all IGFBPs [28, 32]. For example, the affinity of IGF-I to its binding proteins was strongly decreased by substitution of the B domain or the mutation of amino acids such as Phe49, Arg50, Ser51 (located on A domain). IGFBPs participate with their N-terminal and C-terminal domain in IGF-I binding [33]. It was previously demonstrated that Leu$^{77}$, Leu$^{80}$ and Leu$^{81}$ as well as Gly$^{217}$ and Gln$^{223}$ of IGFBP-3 were critically involved in interactions with IGF-I [34]. Apart from IGFBP binding forming a sink for administered IGF-I as do cell surfaces, pharmacokinetics (PK) are impacted by the route of administration. For example, a half-life of about 6 hours has been reported in patients with primary IGF deficiency (IGFD) when IGF-I alone was given subcutaneously [35]. Consequently, the dose of IGF-I, its site of administration (e.g. subcutaneous versus intravenous) and other parameters will impact PK and clinical development programs must detail the specific profiles for novel formulations. This delicate control of IGF-I is further modulated by the responsiveness of its binding partners to other proteins. For example, IGFBP-3 and ALS concentrations are responsive to growth hormone (GH) or IGF-I levels themselves modulate the concentrations of these [6]. IGF-I is mainly metabolized in the liver and kidneys or degraded locally by proteases [35]. By virtue of its Insulin receptor binding activity, therapeutic intervention with IGF-I is challenged by hypoglycemia and the risk has been assessed at about 10% of that following Insulin administration [36]. Other reported adverse events are related to GH suppression, lipohypertrophy and pain at the injection site following subcutaneous
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Figure 1. (A) 3D structure of human IGF-I with B domain (red), C domain (green), A domain (blue) and D domain (yellow). (B-E) The transparent cloud indicates the simulated molecular surface. The essential amino acid residues for receptor binding [28] are highlighted for the (B) B domain (red) (C) C (green) domain, (D) A domain (blue) and (E) D domain (yellow). The pictures were derived from 2GF1 (solution NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy)) [1] using PyMOL molecular graphic system (Version 1.7.4 Schrödinger, LLC). (F) Amino acid sequence of human IGF-I [4] with Ea-peptide [107] (dark-grey). Disulfide bonds are represented as bold lines between cysteine residues.
administration, headache and tonsillar hypertrophy in patients with severe primary IGF deficiency [35]. Anti-IGF-I antibodies were found within the first year of subcutaneous IGF-I administration to IGFD patients, but these antibodies did not impact the growth promoting effect of IGF-I [35]. Similar findings regarding antibody formation were reported for Insulin, for which stronger antibody responses were discussed after pulmonary as compared to subcutaneous administration, respectively [37]. One study linked a need for increasing Insulin doses with rising insulin-antibody levels following intraperitoneal Insulin administration [38]. In general, these findings on immunity raise concerns associated to any replacement therapy, including other growth factors or enzymes [39]. Another concern related to this anabolic protein is its possible neoplastic potential. Chronic toxicity studies in Sprague Dawley rats exposed to different doses of subcutaneous IGF-I (0, 0.25, 1, 4 and 10 mg/kg/day) for up to two years resulted in observations of adrenal medullary hyperplasia and pheochromocytoma at doses ≥ 1 mg/kg/day and at all doses for male and female rats, respectively [35, 36, 40]. Mammary gland carcinoma was found in male and female rats at (excessively high doses of) 10 mg/kg/day. Although IGF-I plasma levels are elevated in several cancers a causal relationship such that increased IGF-I plasma concentrations predispose subjects to the development of cancers cannot be justified to date [36]. For a safe, systemic intervention in rather benign and chronic diseases such as sarcopenia one may translate these insights into the conservative goal to reach plasma levels not exceeding what is found for the upper 95\textsuperscript{th} percentile of the respective gender and age group in normal subjects [41]. Safety concerns may be adequately mitigated by this strategy, particularly when addressing chronic treatment regimens as required for sarcopenia or other therapies benefitting from the anabolic activity of IGF-I. However, future studies must demonstrate if this careful adaptation of IGF-I levels is sufficient to yield clinical responses. Alternatively, one may consider 95\textsuperscript{th} percentiles of other age groups, as IGF-I levels fluctuate strongly throughout age with peaks during puberty [41]. A safe and successful therapy also includes a strict control of the manufacturing process. High quality and reliability of the outcome products has to be ensured and low levels of degradation products and missfolded proteins must be specified along with various other parameters which are standard to any biomanufacturing process for biologics (e.g. host cell proteins, etc).
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IGF-I delivery

Pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties of therapeutic IGF-I are impacted by the route of administration and the dosage form (Figure 2). A successful application is linked with several requirements driven by poor bioavailability and potential side effects (vide supra). The most convenient route of administration - the oral route - is challenged by rapid proteolytic degradation, hence poor bioavailability [42]. In spite of the general challenge for oral peptide delivery, IGF-I’s close relative – Insulin – has been subject to various attempts targeting the oral route [43-48]. By virtue of the homology of IGF-I and Insulin primary structures (vide supra), one may arguably assume that previous successes for Insulin delivery may serve as a guiding starting point for defining a galenical strategy for IGF-I. Tablets or capsules with functional excipients protecting Insulin from enzymatic degradation and different nanoparticulate carrier systems (e.g. solid nanoparticles, liposomes or polymeric-based nanoparticles) were described [46] but the outcome has not justified an industrial development to date. Furthermore, nasal and rectal applications of Insulin have been discussed [49-51]. A buccal spray is marketed in India and Ecuador (Oral-lyn) [47] and one may speculate that in light of IGF-I’s similarity to Insulin, buccal IGF-I delivery may translate into convenient use of this growth factor e.g. in sarcopenia, although this has not been explored to date. Similarly, pulmonary Insulin delivery proved successful and market entry of Afrezza is expected for 2015 following the previous entry and withdrawal of Exubera [52, 53]. In the following sections we outline IGF-I dosage forms, routes of administration, IGF-I modifications and other reported strategies and we also extrapolate to possible yet unexplored delivery modalities (Figure 2).
Figure 2. Cartoon outlining the different administration routes for IGF-I.
Liquid formulations for IGF-I delivery

Liquid formulations for injection are the common route for the administration of protein therapeutics. Stable IGF-I formulations require a precise adaptation of pH, buffer strength and type [18]. IGF-I is susceptible to oxidation, preferential at its methionine at position 59 (Met(o)-IGF-I, Figure 1 D, F), induced for example by light, oxygen, ferric ions or phosphate [18, 24, 25, 54, 55]. Supplementing formulations with methionine prevented Met59 oxidation, yielding stable formulations for months when formulated at pH 6.5 [18]. A liquid formulation of IGF-I for subcutaneous application (Mecasermin, Increlex®) is formulated at pH 5.4 [35]. Nebulization of a stable liquid IGF-I formulation resulted in aerosols with a mass median diameter of either 2.7 µm or 4.9 µm using a standard air jet nebulizer or a new generation vibrating-mesh nebulizer, respectively [18]. IGF-I integrity was maintained throughout manufacture, and the formation of covalent aggregates was prevented during storage and after nebulization. The results of this study along with the finding that IGF-I passed through the lung [56] suggested a promising potential of liquid IGF-I formulations for pulmonary IGF-I delivery. Nasal administration is an alternative route for systemic peptide delivery and favorable due to a relatively large surface area, higher permeability as compared to other sites, vascularization and bypass of the first-pass effect [57, 58]. Consequently, nasal IGF-I delivery has been subject to various studies [59-66]. Interestingly, a study reported on IGF-I delivery into the brain (bypassing the blood-brain barrier) after intranasal administration [59]. Higher concentrations of 125I-labeled IGF-I were detected in the central nervous system (CNS) after intranasal compared to intravenous administration. Subsequently, CNS availability following intranasal administration was linked to the peripheral olfactory system and the peripheral trigeminal system [61]. The pharmacodynamic potential of intra-nasally delivered IGF-I was demonstrated for the treatment of brain stroke using a rat model of middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO), in which IGF-I administration decreased the infarct volume and enhanced neurological functions [60]. A dose of 50 µL solution per rat (150 µg IGF-I, 10 mM sodium succinate buffer, 140 mM sodium chloride, pH 6.0) was applied over a period of 20 minutes by dropping solutions into the nostrils(5 µL/drop). The efficacy upon intranasal administration was corroborated in a cerebral hypoxia-ischemia model in rat pups, in which IGF-I administration up to 1 hour after injury reduced the size of the lesion, enhanced neurobehavioral performance, reduced apoptotic cell death and improved the proliferation of neuronal and oligodendroglial progenitor cells [62].
A dose of 5 µL solution per rat (50 µg IGF-I, 0.1% BSA in 5 µL PBS) was applied into the right nostril. Subsequent studies detailed the time of intranasal administration following injury, with benefits being demonstrated for administrations up to 6 hours after cerebral ischemia following whole body hypothermia [63]. Other studies demonstrated efficacy in a rat model of lipopolysaccharide-induced brain injury and positive impact was reported on behavioral deficits [64]. In these studies, a dose of 5 µL solution per rat (50 µg IGF-I, 0.1% BSA in 5 µL PBS) was applied into the left nostril at 1 or 2 h after the intracerebral injection of lipopolysaccharide. Other studies reported benefits of intra-nasally administered IGF-I for neurodegenerative disorders including relevant animal model systems for Huntington’s disease [65] and spinocerebellar ataxia type I [67]. These studies demonstrated, that stable, liquid formulations of IGF-I can be formulated. They also detailed, that apart from obvious administration schemes (s.c., i.v., etc), trans-epithelial transport is feasible for buccal delivery and – upon aerosolization from liquid formulations – for pulmonary delivery (Figure 2).

**Solid formulations for immediate IGF-I delivery**

The lung is a well-studied administration route for protein delivery and offers advantageous conditions for drug absorption by means of a large surface area, thin alveolar epithelium and circumvention of the first-pass metabolism [68]. The pulmonary route is well established for Insulin [69] and inhalable Insulin (Afreza®) has been reported to enter the market in the United State [70]. Pulmonary Insulin resulted in a rapid absorption and improved postprandial metabolic control, reduced events of hypoglycemia [71, 72] and the variability of pharmacodynamic parameters was comparable to subcutaneous administration [69]. These studies on Insulin were expanded to IGF-I following the hypothesis that what is found for Insulin may be successfully extrapolated to IGF-I and by means of the structural similarity of both peptides [56]. IGF-I was spray-dried in two formulations deploying trehalose or silk-fibroin as carriers with trehalose being a commonly used, non-reducing disaccharide and silk-fibroin (SF) being a larger protein, with reported stabilizing impact on sensitive biologicals [73]. In vitro studies demonstrated immediate release of IGF-I from trehalose and within three hours from SF particles. Released IGF-I was bioactive and degradation was minimal and comparable for both carriers, with IGF-I oxidation (oxidation did not impact overall potency) being more pronounced in the SF formulation. This was linked to the lack of methionine as reducing agent in the SF formulation,
which was present in trehalose. Both formulations resulted in comparable IGF-I uptake upon inhalation from a dust gun and as demonstrated in an *ex vivo* perfused human lung lobe model, with about 6% IGF-I of the applied dose being recovered from the perfusion fluid [56]. This study concluded, that pulmonary IGF-I delivery is a suitable approach to compensate for reduced systemic levels e.g. as present in the elderly and within this age group for the treatment of sarcopenia. However, the limited bioavailability challenges this administration route for indications requiring larger doses, e.g. as needed for IGF-I deficiencies.

**Solid formulations for controlled IGF-I delivery**

As pointed out before, the plasma half-life of IGF-I is a function of several parameters, with plasma half-life reported as short as 10 and 12 minutes for free IGF-I [30] to several hours when bound to IGFBP [30]. Based on these findings, several drug delivery platforms were developed releasing IGF-I with slow and rate limiting kinetics for controlled drug delivery. For example, IGF-I was encapsulated into multivesicular liposomes of a diameter of 18 – 20 µm and resulting in elevated and stable IGF-I plasma levels for up to 5-7 days after subcutaneous injection in rats [74]. Other spherical systems were described based on poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) and prepared by solvent extraction. These IGF-I microspheres were successfully prepared in presence of stabilizing excipients such as albumin [17, 19, 24, 25, 75, 76]. IGF-I loaded microparticles demonstrated a burst release followed by a sustained release with pulsatile features for up to 13 days *in vitro* [25]. IGF-I delivered from these PLGA microspheres were implanted into bone defects of sheep and induced significant new bone formation in both, metaphyseal drill hole or segmental defects of the tibia, respectively [24]. In another study, IGF-I was encapsulated in a series of different PLGAs and PLA, resulting in a range of initial bursts (14–36% of total IGF-I content) followed by lag times from 2 to 34 days. IGF-I release kinetics from these microparticles were correlated to osteoinduction using a metaphyseal drill hole defect in sheep and resulted in a down-regulation of inflammatory marker genes in defects treated with IGF-I microspheres and over-expression of growth factor genes in those defects treated with formulations resulting in osteogenic responses [17]. Release of IGF-I from PLGA microparticles was also demonstrated in an *in vivo* study and following the evaluation of pharmacokinetic parameters. An initial burst and a subsequent controlled release over 14 – 18 days was reported after subcutaneous administration of the formulation into Sprague-Dawley rats [76].
manufacturing methods deployed IGF-I microspheres from PLGA to modulate release when loaded into scaffolds [75]. Another favored excipient for the encapsulation of biologics is the protein and biopolymer silk-fibroin [19, 21, 22,77-79]. IGF-I was directly incorporated into SF 3D scaffolds intended for use as implants [22]. The IGF-I release profile was controlled by the overall crystallinity of SF, yielding IGF-I release profiles ranging from 9 – 11 days for low crystalline and more than 24 days for high crystalline SF scaffolds. Seeding these scaffolds with human mesenchymal stem cells resulted in chondrogenic differentiation of human mesenchymal stem cells with cartilage-like tissue deposition within three weeks. [20]. IGF-I was also incorporated in SF microparticles [21]. These microparticles were prepared with a laminar jet break technique resulting in spherical structures with encapsulation efficiencies approaching 100% and particle sizes of 400 to 450 μm. *In vitro* IGF-I release was up to 7 weeks and the growth factor was still bioactive in spite of the long time in release medium. Other studies used cross-linked alginate scaffolds for IGF-I delivery [80]. A steady IGF-I release was observed from these scaffolds for three days *in vitro*, followed by a declining release for up to 14 days. Alginate gels were also used as injectable scaffolds loaded with IGF-I containing PLGA microparticles, calciumcarbonat, and tricalciumphosphat (β- TCP) granules. This system was developed for bone regeneration [23]. The release of bioactive IGF-I from the scaffolds was demonstrated for 28 days and the supplementation of the alginate gel with β-TCP resulted in faster gelation and improved properties regarding stiffness and swelling. Lastly, chitosan was used as a carrier for IGF-I loaded PLGA (faster release) or poly(3-hydroxybutyrate-co-3-hydroxyvalerate) (PHBV; slower release) nanocapsules, respectively, which were developed for the treatment of periodontal tissue defects. In conclusion, IGF-I can be delivered from pharmaceutically acceptable polymer carriers in bioactive form. Sustained delivery profiles have been demonstrated, ranging from days to weeks. Oxidation of methionine at position 59 (*Figure 1 D, F*) has to be minimized during formulation and storage. Basic pH conditions should be avoided at any time. Most studies profiled the growth factor for musculoskeletal use and orthotopic implantation into skeletal defects for fracture healing. IGF-I is stable in acidic environments (*vide supra*). Therefore, delivery form PLGA microspheres - with PLGA producing acidic by-products during degradation [81] - was tolerated in terms of stability during manufacture and storage. Successful delivery was also reported from the biopolymer silk-fibroin. Furthermore,
localized release into a healing fracture, which in early phases is ischemic and, therefore, acidic, would further suggest delivery into freshly injured bone defects for facilitated healing.

**Administration of IGF-I and IGFBP-3 complexes**

The combination of IGF-I with IGF-binding protein-3 (IGFBP-3) is an interesting therapeutic strategy extending the natural IGF-I protection mechanism to therapeutic intervention. The complex substantially increases IGF-I stability in the blood and thereby increases the half-life [82]. IGFBP-3 is one of the six IGF-binding proteins known to control IGF-I tissue distribution and modulating receptor binding. *In vivo*, circulating IGF-I forms a ternary complex with IGFBP-3 and another protein, the acid labile subunit (ALS). A complex of equimolar amounts of IGF-I and IGFBP-3 (Mecasermin rinfabate, IPLEX™) was approved for the U.S. market in 2005 for growth failure in children [83]. Today, the complex is marketed in Italy for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis / Lou-Gehrig-Syndrom and is applied once a day by subcutaneous injection [82, 84]. Maximum IGF-I levels following subcutaneous administration of 0.5 mg/kg were achieved in 21 ± 9 hours for healthy adults and 19 ± 8 hours in children with growth hormone insensitivity [82]. In spite of the strong pharmacokinetic impact, IGF-I pharmacology was unaffected when delivered from the IGFBP-3 complex [82, 83]. In conclusion, biomimetic delivery of IGF-I from the IGFBP-3 complex is an interesting approach allowing once daily dosing. Several clinical trials have been performed to evaluate the potential of this complex in diseases such as diabetes, osteoporosis, burns, growth hormone insensitivity syndrome or low birth weight children [82].

**Biotechnological modification of IGF-I**

**PEGylation**

PEGylation is a well-established process to enhance pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties of biologics [85, 86]. Advantages of PEGylated protein modifications may include better stability by reduced metabolism rates, prolonged residence in the blood circulation due to reduced excretion as well as reduced immunogenic potential [85, 86]. Furthermore, the incorporation of the hydrophilic PEG increases the peptide’s solubility. Hence, several PEGylated biopharmaceuticals have already been introduced into the market over the last twenty years (e.g. Pegasparagase – Oncaspar [87], Peginterferon alfa-2a – Pegasys [88], Certolizumab
PEG – Cimzia [89] and many others [90-101]. Site-specific PEGylation of IGF-I has also been reported to enhance IGF-I delivery. For example, IGF-I PEGylated (PEG-IGF-I) at position 68 (Figure 1 F) is as potent as non PEGylated IGF-I as assessed in a model of contraction-induced muscle injury in 3-week-old mdx dystrophic mice and PEG-IGF-I was discussed in terms of a potential advantage over IGF-I in terms of a better safety profile with respect to hypoglycaemia [102]. Another benefit is the markedly extended availability of PEG-IGF-I in the blood circulation compared to IGF-I. In vitro studies had detailed a reduced affinity of PEG-IGF-I to the IGF-I receptor, the Insulin receptor, and to IGFBPs. Furthermore, PEG-IGF-I increased the levels of IGFBP-2 and IGFBP-3 after subcutaneous injection. The efficacy of PEG-IGF-I for central nervous system disorders (e.g. mental retardation) was studied using a mouse model of brain amyloidosis [103]. Successful therapy required adequate central availability of IGF-I and PEGylation was instrumental in achieving higher steady-state levels in brain tissue and cerebrospinal fluid as compared to undecorated IGF-I following a single dose subcutaneously. Brain plasticity processes were modulated by PEG-IGF-I after two weeks and chronic treatment enhanced synaptic functions, Insulin/IGF-I signaling and cognitive performance. Similarly, PEG-IGF-I demonstrated significant enhancement in muscle force, motor coordination and animal survival in a mouse model with a mild type of familial amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) but more advanced phenotypes were not relieved [104]. Another study compared PEG-IGF-I to undecorated IGF-I for skeletal muscle regeneration after myotoxic injury in mice [105]. Intramuscular administration of PEG-IGF-I resulted in higher spatial residence time and concentration in the skeletal muscle as compared to IGF-I. A benefit was demonstrated for PEG-IGF-I administration at day 4 post injury by improved skeletal muscle regeneration as compared to saline or IGF-I, but no benefit was demonstrated for later time points. The optimal site for IGF-I decoration with PEG remains to be found. However, recent studies shed light on appropriate sites using three IGF-I variants, PEGylated at lysines K 27 (B domain; Figure 1 B, F), K 65 and K 68 (D domain; Figure 1 E, F). These were analyzed regarding binding properties, signal transduction and impact on cell viability and cell migration [106]. The PEGylation of lysine K 65 and K 68 resulted in a 2-fold decrease of receptor phosphorylation in 3T3 fibroblasts and MCF-7 breast cancer cells, respectively. This negative impact of bulky PEG residues at positions K 65 and K 68 on receptor binding can readily be assumed, as both amino acids positioned on the D domain have been suggested for receptor binding (Figure 1 E), although the
precise role of the IGF-I D domain (amino acid Pro 63 – Ala 70, Figure 1 A, F) in receptor binding is still under discussion [28, 107]. Previous studies also suggested this outcome, with the exchange of K 65 and K 68 to alanine (A) resulting in a 10-fold affinity loss of IGF-I to its receptor [28]. PEGylation of lysine K 27 (Figure 1 B, F) resulted in 10- and 3-fold lower receptor stimulation in 3T3 fibroblasts and MCF-7 breast cancer cells, respectively [106]. The authors linked this finding to K 27's close location to Tyr 31 and Tyr 24 – all of which being located within the binding sites of IGF-I to its receptor on the B domain (Figure 1 B) - which are important for receptor interaction [106, 108-111]. The affinity to IGFBP-1 - 5 was 10 fold reduced for all PEGylated IGF-I variants (K 27, K 65 and K 68), which may result from steric hindrance of the large PEG residue. All PEGylated IGF-I variants positively impacted cell viability, however, the ability to stimulate cell migration was lost after the introduction of a PEG chain into IGF-I. Also, signaling differences were detected. PEGylation resulted in reduced AKT signaling in MCF-7, whereas the MAPK pathway was not impacted by PEG variants compared to unmodified IGF-I. The authors suggested that these findings raised evidence that migration was preferably induced by the AKT pathway and more insight is required before fully understanding this observation. In conclusion, PEGylation of IGF-I at various sites resulted in a prolonged half-life and reduced affinity to its receptor and its IGFBPs. One may speculate that using longer IGF-I variants allows the attachment of a PEG more distant from the sites essential for IGF-I receptor binding or interaction with binding proteins. In fact, such longer peptides are naturally occurring and outlined below. An interesting alternative to PEGylation is the attachment of polypeptide chains containing Pro, Ala and Ser (PASylation) to proteins [112]. This decoration strategy address the same pharmacokinetic goal compared to the addition of PEG residues and consequently an increased plasma half-life of biologics. Further coupling strategies are known for other proteins than IGF-I including the conjugation to biodegradable hydroxyethyl starch (HES) [113] or to albumin [114].

**E-peptides**

E-peptides are synthesized by Nature through alternative splicing to modulate the pharmacokinetics of IGF-I. Thereby, C-terminal extensions ranging from lengths of 35 and 77 amino acids are introduced, referred to as E-peptides (IGF-Ea, IGF-Eb and IGF-Ec) [115]. IGF-Ea, IGF-Eb and IGF-Ec induced cell proliferation and cell differentiation in different cells and
were mitogenic, angiogenic and induced cell migration [115]. Furthermore, these E-peptides had an increased stability in human serum [116]. These naturally occurring IGF-I variants are interesting molecules for systemic administration when a longer half-life is targeted. Previously, we successfully manufactured IGF-I extended with an Ea-peptide in E. coli (Figure 1 F). Furthermore, we aimed at expanding the possibilities of IGF-I decoration, since many studies such as pegylation, were confined by their chemical strategies, limiting sites of decoration to lysines (K). For that, we currently follow an alternative strategy for targeted decoration by engineering an IGF-I variant with propargyl-protected lysine derivatives with an alkyne function (Plk) using BL21(DE3) E. coli (Figure 1 F). We replaced position 3 (E → Plk) and included a 33 amino acid extension (Ea-peptide), into which another Plk was introduced at position 29′(K → Plk, Figure 1 F). In order to introduce these unnatural amino acids into the peptide sequence, the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is modified at the intended site of modification by an amber codon [117, 118]. The amber codon is a stop codon (TAG) and, therefore, requires further adaptation of E. coli in order to proceed with the synthesis of the Plk modified peptide. This adaptation is realized by co-expression of two further genes from another bacterium, Methanosarcina barkeri, which by nature can utilize the TAG triplets for tRNA binding with the attached amino acids. These genes are naturally not present in E. coli or mammals. These genes from Methanosarcina barkeri are pyrrolysyl-transfer-RNA-synthetase (pylRS) and its cognate t-RNA (tRNA^Pyl) and co-transformed into E. coli. Therefore, E. coli co-expressed pylRS for binding of the unnatural amino acid Plk (chemically synthesized and supplemented to the culture medium) to the tRNA^Pyl and the IGF-I gene with the TAG triplet at the two positions of the IGF-I – E-peptide clone. Thereby, we engineered an IGF-I – E-peptide with alkyne functions (Figure 1 F). In return, these alkyne functions can be decorated with molecules with an azido group under Cu(I) catalysis (Huisgen azide–alkyne cycloaddition) in a strictly site specific fashion [117, 119]. By means of this strategy, conjugates may be produced avoiding the current product heterogeneity through coupling of lysines. The dual functionality is instrumental to simultaneously modify the biologic at both positions, but analogues with one replacement are accessible by the same strategy.
Targeted IGF-I delivery

Targeted IGF-I delivery is another approach to localize IGF-I in certain parts of the body and simultaneously modulate systemic side effects. For this purpose, different modifications in the structure of IGF-I were established. A rat IGF-I sequence was fused on its N terminus (Figure 1 F) with a heparin-binding domain of HB-EGF (heparin-binding EGF-like growth factor) to achieve accumulation of heparin-binding IGF-I (HB-IGF-I) in cartilage tissue [120]. It was demonstrated that HB-IGF-I bound selectively to heparin and several cell surfaces. The bioactivity of HB-IGF-I was not impacted by the heparin-binding domain. Furthermore, HB-IGF-I retention was shown in explanted cartilage tissue. The decorated growth factor induced sustained proteoglycan synthesis of chondrocytes in vitro. Subsequent studies detail the mechanism of HB-IGF-I retention in cartilage [121]. It was found that binding through chondroitin sulfate was responsible for the retention of HB-IGF-I in the explanted cartilage tissue, whereas heparin sulfate was not involved. Binding assays showed that HB-IGF-I had higher affinity for heparin sulfate compared to chondroitin sulfate and that rising concentration of glycosaminoglycans increased the binding affinities [121]. Accordingly, the decoration of IGF-I with heparin-binding domains was instrumental to localize the growth factor in tissues with high amounts of chondroitin sulfate such as cartilage and not in tendon or muscle tissue, even one day after intraarticular injection in rats. Sustained IGF-I delivery to cartilage was also confirmed in explants from human knee cartilage. The development of another HB-IGF-I, consisting of a human full-length mature IGF-I sequence and on its N terminus (Figure 1 F) a human heparin-binding domain featuring a mutation of Cys17 residue resulted in HB-IGF-I presence up to 8 days in cartilage upon intraarticular injection in adult Lewis rats [122]. The lasting presence of HB-IGF-I resulted in profound impact on local proteoglycan synthesis and cell proliferation for at least 4 days, while native IGF-I failed to impact biological responses 2 days after application [122]. HB-IGF-I also proved efficient in a rat model of osteoarthritis. Another study targeted the known impact of IGF-I on regeneration upon myocardial infarction. For that, IGF-I was tagged to a fluorescent dye (Hoechst) by streptavidin-biotin linkage. Hoechst binds to double-stranded DNA [123]. Upon i.v. dosing into rats, the complex of IGF-I and Hoechst targeted extracellular DNA released from necrotic cells in the myocardial infarction zone. Further analyses indicated that i.v. delivered Hoechst-IGF-I prevented cardiac fibrosis and decreased dysfunction after myocardial infarction. This therapeutic strategy enabled targeting of
necrotic heart tissue, and retention of the complex at this site following systemic administration. In conclusion, several studies showed that IGF-I decoration is instrumental to allow IGF-I targeting to various tissues as well as controlling local persistence and bioactivity.

CONCLUSION

IGF-I is a powerful anabolic therapeutic for many diseases. The intended indication drives the formulation and basically falls into one of two buckets: Localized treatment or systemic treatment. Localized treatment typically aims at reducing frequent administrations and, therefore, depot systems are an attractive option to meet this goal. The release from these systems is the rate limiting step, such that controlled IGF-I delivery is achieved. Successful systems have been described, but long term stability challenges particularly when working with polymers yielding acidic byproducts must be conducted before the feasibility of this approach can be postulated. Repair of musculoskeletal defects and cartilage is one of the more often chosen indications. IGF-I is naturally stored in bone and released during remodeling, i.e. in environments with decreased pH as compared to physiologically normal pH. It is for its biological role and its ability to withstand lower pH that IGF-I retains its integrity under these conditions. These insights also drive the handling of IGF-I during manufacture, within which exposure to basic pH should be avoided resulting in rapid aggregation. A variety of these depots have been presented, allowing delivery of IGF-I from days to months following administration. An alternative to local implantation for localized delivery is by means of targeting. Successful targeting modalities upon IGF-I decoration with polysaccharides have been presented in relevant animal model systems and provide promising alternatives to complex pharmaceutical platforms such as microparticles. Current studies aim at identifying optimal decoration sites for IGF-I and focus should also extend from IGF-I to modification of IGF-I E-peptides, accordingly. Incorporation of unnatural amino acids providing novel functional groups is instrumental to yield highest possible control of the decoration sites. Previous approaches delivering IGF-I in a complex with a binding protein have been successful. In vivo, the binding to different binding proteins impacted the distribution of IGF-I and future studies must detail if this can be deployed for targeting purposes in a biomimetic fashion. Parenteral delivery has been demonstrated for various routes, with some studies following the hypothesis that what has been demonstrated for Insulin might be extrapolated to IGF-I and by virtue of the proteins’ sequence homology. However, each novel
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site of administration requires a new safety assessment, particularly when used chronically. Buccal, oral, and pulmonary delivery have been demonstrated or postulated along with typical administration routes such as i.v. or subcutaneous. Some of these are served with liquid formulations. In these cases, oxidation particularly of methionine 59 must be closely followed. Although Met(o)59 is not substantially impacting IGF-I potency, oxidation must be controlled from general quality considerations. Supplementation of formulations with methionine or other reducing excipients can prevent Met(o)59 formation. Adequate buffers have to be used to prevent pH deviation to alkaline conditions. In conclusion, the suite of promising pharmaceutical dosage forms ranges from liquid systems with demonstrated pharmaceutical quality to allow human use to decorated IGF-Is profiled in various animal model systems (Figure 2). Solid IGF-I systems have been demonstrated for immediate release (pulmonary) and as implants for sustained drug delivery.
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ABSTRACT

Injectable insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I) is therapeutically deployed for severe IGF-I deficiency and clinically explored for various other indications such as muscle wasting disease. In the present study, liquid IGF-I formulations for pulmonary application were screened with regard to buffer type (acetate, citrate, histidine and succinate), sodium chloride concentration (50 - 150 mM), and pH value (4.5 - 6.5). Methionine 59 oxidation (Met(o)) was observed in acetate buffer along with reducible dimer and trimer formation at low pH. Oxidation correlated with formation of covalent, reducible aggregates, and complete loss of potency was observed for severely aggregated samples. Bioactivity was partly retained in cases where complete oxidation but limited aggregation was found. In contrast, IGF-I integrity was preserved in histidine buffer during accelerated stability. After delivery from air-jet or vibrating-mesh nebulizers, limited Met(o) formation and no aggregation was observed. Nebulization performance regarding aerosol output rate, mass median aerodynamic diameter and fine particle fraction for liquid IGF-I formulation was comparable to 0.9% sodium chloride reference, confirming the suitability for pulmonary application. In conclusion, different IGF-I liquid formulations were studied and compositions were identified maintaining bioactivity and chemical stability throughout storage at accelerated conditions for up to 4 months as well as compatibility with air-jet and vibrating-mesh nebulizers.
INTRODUCTION

Human insulin-like growth factor I (IGF-I, Figure 1) is a 7.6 kDa anabolic hormone playing a pivotal role in human growth and tissue regeneration [1, 2] at least in part due to the polypeptide’s impact on glucose homeostasis [1, 3]. IGF-I in extracellular liquids is largely bound to a family of binding proteins (IGFBPs) impacting IGF-I metabolism and distribution. The plasma half-life of free IGF-I was estimated as short as 15 min, but is substantially prolonged up to several hours when bound to IGFBPs in binary and ternary complexes [1]. Recombinant human IGF-I (Mecasermin) has a reported half-life of 5.8 hours at doses of 0.12 mg/kg after subcutaneous injection, likely resulting from IGFBP binding upon administration [4]. The relatively short half-life and the paracrine IGF-I activity have sparked interest in the development of parenteral IGF-I depot systems providing sustained localized delivery, e.g. from poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide)acid (PLGA) microspheres [5-7]. However, PLGA microspheres may suffer from significant burst release, protein acylation, and protein degradation due to acid catalyzed hydrolysis of the PLGA core [8-11]. Hence, easy to use, stable and convenient formulations are the focus of this contribution reducing discomfort during administration and increasing patient compliance.

Successful pulmonary administration of insulin was reported as early as 1924 [12, 13]. With the development and marketing approval of Exubera® (Nektar Therapeutics and Pfizer), it was shown that peptides of the insulin family can be safely and efficiently delivered by the pulmonary route and that this approach is technically and clinically feasible [14-16]. Given the structural similarity of IGF-I and insulin proteins we hypothesized that IGF-I is a viable candidate for pulmonary delivery [17, 18]. Exubera® was unsuccessfully commercialized, however, has clearly demonstrated the excellent feasibility for the pulmonary route and from a pharmaceutical development perspective. IGF-I has a couple of advantages over insulin when it comes to pulmonary administration, perhaps most importantly that the pharmacodynamic impact in response to pharmacokinetic fluctuations is by far less critical or the intermittent versus chronic treatment approach and among other reasons [19] – overall shifting the risk-benefit ratio of IGF-I versus insulin in a positive direction.

Despite the fact that IGF-I is commercially available, limited data has been published to date with respect to IGF-I formulation stability. Fransson et al. in a series of publications studied
factors impacting IGF-I oxidation in liquid and solid state [20-22] as well as its solubility and physical stability in different solvents [23].

However, none of these studies identified a liquid IGF-I formulation suitable for long-term storage. Such information can only be retrieved from commercial products such as Increlex® (Ipsen Pharmaceuticals), which is composed of 10 g/L Mecasermin, 9 g/L benzyl alcohol, 100 mM sodium chloride, 2 g/L polysorbate 20, and 50 mM acetate at a pH value of approximately 5.4 [4]. Furthermore, to date no studies investigating IGF-I stability during nebulization were published to our knowledge.

This study identified formulation compositions suitable for long-term storage of a liquid IGF-I suitable for nebulization. Such products are typically stored at 2-8 °C; we therefore decided to investigate product stability under accelerated conditions at 25 °C [24]. Furthermore, the product was analyzed nebulization performance with regard to nebulizer output rate, mass median aerodynamic diameter (MMAD) and fine particle fraction (FPF) as well as IGF-I stability during nebulization.

Figure 1. Structure of IGF-I with methionine 59 (filled arrow) and intramolecular disulfid bridges (open arrows). The structure was taken from 1GZR.pdb.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

Recombinant human IGF-I was a kind gift from Novartis Pharma AG (Basel, Switzerland). IGF-I stock solution was provided at 7.6 g/L and was stored at -80 °C until use. Eagle’s minimum essential medium, bovine serum albumin (BSA), glutamine, non-essential amino acids (NEA), penicillin-streptomycin and 3-[4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl]-2,5 diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (Schnelldorf/Taufkirchen, Germany). Fetal bovine serum (FBS) was from Gibco (Darmstadt, Germany). Acetonitrile and trifluoroacetic acid were of HPLC grade (VWR, Ismaning, Germany). All other chemicals used were at least of ReagentPlus grade and were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (unless noted otherwise).

Methods

Sample preparation and stability study

A formulation screen was performed using a set of buffers (acetate, citrate, histidine and succinate) at a concentration of 50 mM and pH of 4.5, 5.5 or 6.5. In addition, 50, 100 or 150 mM NaCl was added to the formulations. IGF-I concentration in all formulations was 0.2 g/L. All samples were sterile filtered using 0.22 µm syringe filters (Techno Plastic Products AG, Switzerland) into amber glass HPLC vials. Vials were closed with screw caps with polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)/silicone septum (PTFE side facing the product). All samples were stored in a closed card box at controlled room temperature (20-25 °C) for up to 4 months representing accelerated conditions under the assumption that long-term storage of the product would be at 2-8 °C [24] At predetermined time points of 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12, and 16 weeks samples were withdrawn from storage and analyzed by RP-HPLC. Bioactivity and formation of covalent aggregates was analyzed at the end of the storage period.

Determination of IGF-I content and purity

IGF-I content and degradation products were assessed by RP-HPLC using a VWR Hitachi LaChromUltra HPLC system equipped with a diode array detector as previously described with modification [5]. Separation was performed using a Zorbax 300SB-CN reversed-phase
chromatography column (4.6mm * 150mm, 5µm) at 40 °C. The flow rate was set to 0.8 mL/min, the sample volume injected per run was 20 µl. Two eluents were used, eluent A consisted of 5% acetonitrile and 0.2% trifluoroacetic acid in water and eluent B was 80% acetonitrile and 0.2% trifluoroacetic acid in water. Separation started with 74% (v/v) eluent A and was changed over 30 min to 100% eluent B. Then, initial conditions were set to wash the column. IGF-I was detected at 214 nm. The IGF-I peak area as well as total IGF-I related area were used for the evaluation.

**MALDI-TOF**

20 µl of each sample were desalted using Zip Tip® pipette tips (C₁₈ resin, Millipore, Billerica, MA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 5 µl of the eluate were embedded in a matrix consisting of equal parts of napinic acid and acetonitrile (can)/0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) in water (1:4). Matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI)-MS spectra were acquired in the linear positive mode by using an Autoflex II LRF instrument from Bruker Daltonics Inc. (Billerica, USA) fitted with a 337 nm wavelength nitrogen laser. Mass spectra were calibrated externally with protein standard I also from Bruker Daltonics Inc. (Billerica, USA), containing insulin, ubiquitin, myoglobin and cytochrom C.

**Reducing and Non-reducing SDS-PAGE**

SDS-PAGE was applied to identify aggregates in stored liquid IGF-I formulations. Samples were mixed with 0.35 M Tris-HCl (pH 6.8), 30% glycerol, 10% SDS, 9.3% dithiothreitol and 0.012% bromphenol blue and heated at 95 °C for 5 minutes. Afterwards the samples were transferred into the stacking gel consisting of 3.9% acrylamide (prepared from a stock solution of 30% (m/m) of acrylamide and 0.8% (m/m) of bisacrylamide), 0.125 M Tris-HCl buffer (pH 6.8), 0.1% SDS and 61.24% water. 0.05% ammonium persulfate and 0.1% N,N,N’,N’-tetramethylethylendiamin (TEMED) were used for the gel polymerization. The separating gel was 12% acrylamide, 0.37 M Tris-HCl (pH 8.8), 0.1% SDS, 34.9% water, 0.03% ammonium persulfate and 0.07% TEMED. For molecular weight estimation of single bands, a SDS-PAGE standard (Bio-Rad Laboratories GmbH, München, Germany) was loaded onto the gel and the electrophoresis was carried out at 80 V. Protein was detected by silver staining (Pierce Silver Stain Kit, Thermo Fisher, Rockford,
IL, USA) following the manufacturer’s instructions and gels were documented using a FluorChem FC2 imaging system (Protein Simple, Santa Clara, CA).

**IGF-I bioassay to assess bioactivity**

Human osteosarcoma cell proliferation is IGF-I responsive and has been used as a potency assay [25]. Briefly, MG-63 cells (ATCC-Number CRL-1427, ATCC, Manassas, VA) cultured in growth medium (MEM containing 8.8% FBS, 1.77 mM L-glutamine, 88 U/mL penicillin G and 88 µg/µL streptomycin, 0.88% non-essential amino acids (NEA)), were trypsORIZED and then resuspended in assay medium (MEM containing 0.452% BSA, 1.82 mM L-Glutamine, 91 U/mL penicillin G and 91 µg/µl streptomycin, 0.91% NEA) to a concentration of 2*10^5 cells/mL. 100 µL of the suspension (2*10^4 cells) were transferred to each well of a 96-well tissue culture plate and incubated for 24 h at 37 °C and 5% CO₂. A dilution series of IGF-I stock solution from 100 ng/mL to 0.05 ng/mL was prepared. Samples diluted to 6.25 ng/ml were applied on the same plate with the reference dilution series and incubated for 48 h at 37 °C and 5% CO₂. After incubation the cells were treated with 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) at 5.0 g/L in PBS for 4.5 h at 37 °C. Subsequently, the medium was removed and the formed purple formazan crystals were solubilized in 2-propanol, 3% SDS and 0.04 N HCl. The absorbance of the wells was read at 570 nm using a Spectramax 250 microplate reader (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA). Relative bioactivity was calculated by fitting absorbance of reference dilution series on each 96-well plate using simple two variable exponential functions.

**Nebulization experiments**

All nebulization experiments were performed with formulation containing 0.2 g/L IGF-I in 50 mM histidine and 150 mM NaCl at pH 6.5. Aerosols were generated using two different nebulizers. An air-jet nebulizer Pari LC Sprint was used in conjunction with the red nozzle insert and a PariBoy SX compressor (Pari GmbH, Starnberg, Germany). In addition, a vibrating-mesh nebulizer (eFlow rapid, Pari GmbH, Starnberg, Germany) was used for nebulization. All nebulizers were loaded with 6 mL formulation at room temperature and operated continuously until 5 mL of solution were nebulized, unless stated otherwise. After passing the nebulizers,
samples were collected using a gas washing bottle holding a volume of 4 mL of 50 mM histidine buffer, 150 mM NaCl, pH 6.5. While this sampling setup did not allow for quantitative collection of the aerosol, it enabled the assessment of IGF integrity after nebulization and avoided destabilizing conditions after nebulization, such as solvent evaporation resulting in increase of protein concentration or protein degradation at the air/liquid interface. After nebulization, a sample was drawn from the nebulizer reservoir and subjected to analysis. The aerosol output was calculated by difference in weight before and after 2 minutes of nebulization and reported as nebulizer output rate in g/mL min. Aerosol particle size was determined by laser light diffraction (Helos, Sympatec, Clausthal-Zellerfeld, Germany) as described earlier [26]. The MMAD was calculated according to the following equation:

$$\text{MMAD} = \text{VMD} (\rho_p / (\rho_w \chi))^{1/2}$$

where VMD is the volume median diameter, $\rho_p$ is the particle density (g/cm$^3$), $\rho_w$ is the density of water (g/cm$^3$), and $\chi$ is the dynamic particle shape factor (for spherical particles $\chi = 1$). Particle distributions were also characterized according to geometric standard deviation (GSD) and FPF (percentage of particles ≤ 5.25 µm). As a reference, 154 mM NaCl solution was used to specify aerosol characteristics [27].

**Statistical analysis**

MODDE 9.0 (Umetrics, Umea, Sweden) was used to establish and analyze the experimental design. We used a full factorial screening design with one center point. Two quantitative factors (pH value and NaCl concentration) and one qualitative categorical factor (buffer type) were included into the design. This design resulted in 17 individual experiments/conditions. As response variable, (i) the rate of the decrease of the IGF-I peak, (ii) the rate of decrease of the total peak area and (iii) the bioactivity were used. Analysis was performed using multiple linear regression from which scaled and centered regression coefficients were obtained for each term. The statistical significance of each term was evaluated with a level of $p \leq 0.05$ to denote significance. The model for each response variable was optimized by backward elimination of insignificant terms ($p > 0.05$) from the model. Model validity was evaluated by goodness of fit ($R^2$), and goodness of prediction ($Q^2$). Statistical data analysis was performed by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Tukey’s or Sidak’s procedure for post hoc comparison. Values with $p \leq 0.05$ were considered statistically significant.
RESULTS

Stability of IGF-I in liquid formulations

The focus of this study was to establish suitable formulations for a potential pulmonary application of IGF-I by nebulization. Therefore, minimal formulations consisting of a buffer and isotonizing component were investigated. We selected acetate, citrate, histidine and succinate buffer at 50 mM strength at pH values between 4.5 and 6.5 and chose to use sodium chloride as isotonizing agent at concentrations between 50 and 150 mM. A screening approach using statistical design of experiments was chosen to obtain maximum, statistically sound information with a practicable number of experiments (Table 1).

The chemical stability of IGF-I was assessed by RP-HPLC, enabling separation of native IGF-I and its degradation products [5, 20, 28]. Oxidation of methionine 59 (Met(o)) was reported to be the most prominent degradation pathway for IGF-I (Figure 1) [20-22]. We observed a reduction of the main peak area (Figure 2) and an increase of the degradation peak at retention time of 8.1 minutes. The degradation peak was found to represent IGF-I species with an increased molecular weight of +16 g/mol (MALDI-TOF data not shown) presumably representing Met(o)-IGF-I as has been described before [20, 28].

Apart from chemical degradation of IGF-I, a decrease of total area of main and degradation product peaks was observed, indicating an overall loss of soluble protein (Figure 3A). The impact of formulation factors on the reduction of total area and main peak area over time, respectively, was assessed by fitting the data to pseudo zero order degradation kinetics and calculation of reaction rate constants. Multiple linear regression models with the input parameters pH, buffer type and NaCl concentration were calculated for the responses (i) degradation rate coefficient for the total area and (ii) for IGF-I peak area, respectively. The response variable degradation rate of the main peak was best fitted with a reduced linear model ($R^2=0.747$) with the factor buffer type being the only significant input parameter (Figure 4A). Acetate buffer, independent of pH and NaCl concentration under the chosen experimental conditions resulted in rapid IGF-I oxidation and full conversion to Met(o) within 2-3 weeks at room temperature (Figure 2).
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Table 1. Composition of formulations tested in the formulation screen.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formulation identifier</th>
<th>Buffer type</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>NaCl [mM]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>Acetate</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>Acetate</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>Acetate</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>Acetate</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5</td>
<td>Acetate</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>Citrate</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>Citrate</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>Citrate</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>Citrate</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>Histidine</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>Histidine</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>Histidine</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4</td>
<td>Histidine</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Succinate</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>Succinate</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>Succinate</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>Succinate</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Oxidation was less pronounced in citrate buffer and only minor oxidation was observed in succinate or histidine buffer, respectively. The loss of soluble protein was best fitted using a reduced two-factor interaction model ($R^2=0.853$; Figure 4 B). Buffer type and pH as well as the interaction of these input parameters significantly impacted the loss of soluble protein. For example, acetate buffer at low pH values as well as succinate buffer at low pH value and low NaCl concentration resulted in significant protein loss. In contrast, the formulation of IGF-I in
acetate and succinate buffer at higher pH reduced protein loss as did the switch to the histidine or citrate buffer system at any of the pH values tested.

To further assess physical stability, samples were analyzed by reducing (data not shown) and non-reducing SDS-PAGE at the end of the storage period (Figure 5). Acetate formulations characterized by a significant loss of soluble protein observed in RP-HPLC (i.e. A1, A3 and A5) revealed formation of dimers and trimers in non-reducing SDS-PAGE. Analysis of the formulation samples under reducing conditions showed no high molecular weight species, i.e. the observed aggregates were reducible (data not shown). In contrast to formation of dimers and trimers in the case of low pH acetate buffer, non-reducing SDS-PAGE of IGF-I in S1 formulation revealed formation of high molecular weight aggregates which were also not

---

**Figure 2.** Representative RP-HPLC chromatograms of formulations in (A) acetate, (B) citrate, (C) histidine, and (D) succinate buffer at pH 6.5 and 150 mM NaCl, respectively. Chromatograms for each timepoint during accelerated stability are shown in overlay as detailed in (A) and detector response in all overlays was scaled equally.
detectable under reducible conditions. Furthermore, a band of lower apparent molecular weight was observed in non-reducing SDS-PAGE in cases where significant Met(o) formation was observed in RP-HPLC.

Relative biological activity was determined using a MG-63 proliferation assay on samples collected at the end of the storage period (Figure 3 B). Bioactivity results were best fitted by a reduced linear model (R^2=0.861) with buffer type being the only significant factor impacting bioactivity (Figure 4 C). It was observed that overall IGF-I bioactivity was negatively affected after storage of formulations containing acetate buffer, followed by succinate buffer. Storage of IGF-I in citrate buffer did not significantly affect bioactivity compared to the overall mean. However, formulations containing histidine buffer significantly improved retention of bioactivity compared to the overall mean. Statistical evaluation of effects within individual buffer types revealed that a pH of 4.5 significantly reduced IGF-I potency as compared to formulations at pH 6.5 in the acetate buffer system (A1, 3, 5 versus A2, A4; Figure 3 B). However, the amount of NaCl in the formulation did not impact IGF-I stability (A1 versus A3 or A2 versus A4; Figure 3 B). In contrast, within the citrate buffer formulation group, a pH of 4.5 better protected the potency as compared to pH 6.5 and the amount of NaCl significantly impacted IGF-I potency during storage (C2 versus C4; Figure 3 B). Overall, the citrate buffer system performed better as compared to the acetate system. A succinate buffer at pH of 4.5 formulated with 50 mM NaCl was found less efficient in protecting IGF-I potency, an effect which was leveraged by either addition of 150 mM NaCl or an increase in pH (S1 versus S3 or S2, respectively; Figure 3 B). Within the histidine buffer group, the amount of NaCl had a significant effect on IGF-I potency during storage with 150 mM performing better as compared to 50 mM (H1 versus H3; Figure 3 B).
Figure 3. Results of RP-HPLC analysis after 4 months storage at room temperature with (A) total area and IGF-I peak area given by light gray and dark gray bars, respectively. (B) Relative IGF-I bioactivity with median, interquartile range (boxes), and overall data range (whiskers). Statistical significant differences among groups are highlighted by the horizontal bars (p < 0.05).
Figure 4. Effects of factors and factor combinations on the reaction rate coefficients (A) for IGF-I peak area, (B) total peak area, and (C) relative bioactivity. Effects are shown as coefficients ± confidence intervals (0.95 level). Buffer type is coded as follows: A acetate, C citrate, H histidine, S succinate.
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IGF-I stability during nebulization and aerosol properties

The impact of nebulization on protein integrity was studied using a standard air-jet and a new generation vibrating-mesh nebulizer. All experiments were performed with a formulation consisting of 50 mM histidine buffer at pH 6.5 and 150 mM NaCl (H4 in Table 1), whose stability was regarded as optimal and which was expected to be well tolerated (Figure 3). Formation of covalent aggregates was not observed in non-reducing SDS-PAGE following air-jet as well as vibrating-mesh nebulization (Figure 6).

Figure 5. SDS–PAGE analysis of samples after 4 months storage. Formulations in acetate (A), citrate (B), histidine (C), and succinate (D) buffer were separated under non-reducing conditions.
Solutions recovered from the nebulizer reservoir showed slightly increased concentrations compared to starting conditions but also no aggregate formation was observed. This concentration effect appeared to be more pronounced for the air-jet nebulizer as described earlier [26]. Solutions after nebulization by either device had increased levels of Met(o)-IGF-I and 7% points decrease of the IGF-I peak area. Similarly, a 1 – 3% point reduction in the IGF-I peak area was observed in the solutions recovered from nebulizer reservoirs (Figure 7).

Figure 6. Analysis of formation of covalent aggregates during nebulization by nonreducing SDS–PAGE. IGF-I integrity prior to nebulization (Ref) is compared to integrity after nebulization (AN) from air-jet (denoted LC) and vibrating-mesh nebulizer (denoted eF), respectively. Solutions recovered from the nebulizer reservoir from each of the nebulizers after nebulization are shown denoted as “Res”.

Figure 7. Comparison of IGF-I peak area decreases for solutions recovered from the nebulizer reservoir from each of the nebulizers after nebulization.
Aerodynamic properties were determined using laser diffraction analysis with 0.9% NaCl solution as reference. The two nebulizers, according to their respective specifications, produced aerosols with differing MMAD and FPF. However, differences between actual formulations and reference solution were negligible. MMAD determined for formulation H4 was similar to the reference with values of 2.7 ± 0.1 µm for H4 and 3.1 ± 0.1 µm for reference, and 4.9 ± 0.1 µm for H4 and 4.9 ± 0.1 µm for reference for the air-jet and vibrating-mesh nebulizer, respectively. Similarly, FPF for formulation H4 was significantly reduced from 88.5 ± 2.3% to 82.9 ± 1.6% and from 57.0 ± 1.1% to 55.0 ± 1.0% compared to the reference solution for the air-jet and vibrating-mesh nebulizer, respectively. The air-jet nebulizer generated finer aerosols (MMAD of 3.1 ± 0.1 µm with formulation H4) with a higher FPF (82.9 ± 1.6%), but with a significantly lower output rate (0.21 ± 0.02 g/min; Figure 8 C). In contrast, the vibrating-mesh nebulizer generated larger aerosol droplets (MMAD of 4.9 ± 0.1 µm) and a lower FPF (55.0 ± 1.0%), but with significantly improved and approximately four fold higher output rate (0.89 ± 0.07 g/min; Figure 8 C), as compared to the air-jet device.

**Figure 7.** Evaluation of chemical degradation during nebulization by RP-HPLC. Solutions prior to nebulization (PN), after passing the nebulizer (AN) and recovered from the reservoir (Res) using air-jet (A) and vibrating-mesh nebulizer (B), respectively, were analyzed. Results from two experiments with each nebulizer are shown. Chromatograms are shown with detector response scaled equally.
**Figure 8.** Results of aerodynamic characterization of aerosols generated by an air-jet (denoted LC) and a vibrating-mesh nebulizer (denoted eF) using an IGF-I formulation in histidine buffer at pH 6.5 and 150 mM NaCl against reference (154 mM NaCl). Results are given for (A) the mass median aerodynamic diameter (MMAD, light gray bars) and geometric standard deviation (GSD, dark gray bars), (B) fine particle fraction (FPF), and (C) nebulizer output rate.
DISCUSSION

We studied the stability of different IGF-I formulations potentially suitable for inhalation at accelerated storage conditions. Salts and buffer ions can have complex effects on protein stability via direct interaction or indirect effects [29-31], driving the need to carefully select the buffer type, formulation pH and ionic strength. We observed significant oxidation, loss of soluble protein, dimer and trimer formation and loss of bioactivity in acetate buffer. Formation of reducible IGF-I dimers after exposure to multiple oxidative species has been reported earlier [20]. The formation of dimers was attributed to reduction of disulfides to sulfide radicals and reoxidation to new intra- or intermolecular disulfides. Furthermore, in studies on metal catalyzed oxidation of model peptides, an inverse relationship between pH value and methionine oxidation was shown, corroborating our results for oxidation of IGF-I at low pH values in acetate buffer [32]. We concluded that formulations containing acetate buffer under the chosen conditions (composition of formulations, IGF-I concentration and pH range) do not provide adequate IGF-I stabilization for long-term storage. To explain the contrast between the choice of acetate buffer for the commercial formulation of Mecasermin and our results, several points must be taken into consideration: The commercial product is formulated at approximately 50 fold higher IGF-I concentration. This factor alone may substantially affect degradation within protein formulations. For example, free methionine is an efficient antioxidant for methionine-oxidation sensitive proteins acting as a free radical scavenger [33]. Therefore, Met(o) formation might be a concern for low protein concentration formulations, while no detrimental effects might be observed at higher protein concentrations. Comparable results were reported by Lam et al., who studied methionine oxidation in a liquid monoclonal antibody (mAb) formulation [34]. In this study it was observed that methionine oxidation was more pronounced at mAb concentration of 5 mg/mL than at 20 mg/mL. However, the composition of low mAb concentration formulation differed significantly from high mAb concentration formulations, therefore it is difficult to assess the absolute effect of protein concentration versus other factors in this study. Despite the fact that Met(o) IGF-I was found bioactive [35, 36], severe oxidation is a concern from a pharmaceutical quality standpoint and might be particularly problematic if a link between oxidation and covalent aggregation can be established. Mecasermin commercial formulation contains 2 g/L of polysorbate 20, a non-ionic surfactant, which is known to efficiently protect the protein from aggregation [37] if used in properly purified form [32, 34]. On the other hand, polysorbates can
be a source of peroxides and therefore can also have detrimental effects on stability of oxidation sensitive proteins [32, 34] and affect nebulizer performance and aerosol droplet size as a result of changing the surface free energy of the system. Consequently, the addition of polysorbate was avoided in our study, following previous recommendation [38].

Different degradation and aggregation pattern was observed in other buffer systems than acetate. The succinate buffer formulation S1 (Table 1) demonstrated Met(o) formation but instead of formation of di-/trimers, aggregation into higher order aggregates was observed. Interestingly, this phenomenon depended on buffer type, pH value and NaCl concentration. The potential reasons for the observed differences between formulations are manifold. Excipient impurity is a serious challenge to pharmaceutical quality and, in case of trace metals a known cause driving oxidation and more specifically in the case reported here, might negatively impact IGF-I stability [32, 39, 40]. In addition, histidine and citrate are known for metal ion complexation, potentially resulting in antioxidant effects [41, 42]. Fransson et al. reported that IGF-I tertiary structure is impacted by different solutes [23]. Based on these findings, slight changes in the tertiary structure due to different solutes may impact solvent accessibility of methionine residues and hence IGF-I stability. However, future studies on IGF-I stability in different formulations are needed to address these hypotheses.

Histidine buffered formulations performed best as demonstrated by general stability (Figures 3 A, 4), absence of aggregation as determined by SDS-PAGE (Figure 5) and retained bioactivity (Figure 3 B) under the accelerated stability conditions tested here. Therefore, a formulation composed of 0.2 g/L IGF-I, 50 mM histidine, 150 mM NaCl at pH 6.5 was selected for further development.

The presented analysis mainly focused on biological activity and chemical IGF-I stability. Besides chemical degradation and dimer/trimer formation larger aggregates or particles may occur. However, the formation of particles has been reported to be related to protein concentration under quiescent storage [43] and particle or larger aggregate formation cannot be assessed by loss of HPLC main peak area for highly concentrated protein solutions with particles representing only a minute fraction of total protein mass [44]. Clearly, in such cases of high protein concentration, particles analysis is important to properly characterize the product. However, at low protein concentration as used herein, formation of particles would result in a drop of main peak area. The decrease of IGF-I peak area as observed for certain formulations can
therefore be due to chemical degradation or formation of dimers, trimers, higher multimers or even particles. Conversely, in formulations showing no decrease of IGF-I peak area, formation of significant amounts of larger aggregates or particles seems unlikely.

Protein instability during nebulization frequently challenges the use of this convenient administration mode. During nebulization formation of air-water interface, temperature changes and solvent loss in the nebulizer reservoir might result in significant protein aggregation or degradation [45]. For example, air-jet nebulization of granulocyte colony stimulating factor (G-CSF) resulted in the formation of approximately 40% non-covalent aggregates as well as similar levels of degradation products [46]. Similarly, a 50% activity loss was reported during nebulization for Aviscumin, a recombinant mistletoe lectin. In this study ultrasonic nebulization resulted in greater loss of bioactivity than air-jet nebulization [47]. IGF-I, when formulated in histidine buffer, 150 mM NaCl, pH 6.5 (H4 in Table 1) was readily nebulized and nebulizer performance was only marginally affected with regards to output rate and aerosol droplet size compared to a reference solution (Figure 8). Furthermore, nebulization – in spite of the procedure’s excessive stress on the IGF-I – resulted in limited Met(o) IGF-I formation and no formation of covalent aggregates was observed (Figure 6 and 7). Formulation H4 can therefore be regarded as suitable for nebulization and future studies may expand from this demonstrated success for IGF-I aerosol formulations as demonstrated on studies of chemical degradation and the formation of covalent dimers and trimers as well as non-covalent aggregates or particles.

We conclude that (i) the buffer type significantly impacted IGF-I stability and that the (ii) Met(o) IGF-I formation was correlated to formation of reducible dimers and trimers, a mechanism which was more pronounced at low formulation pH. A different aggregation pathway was observed in the succinate buffer system, characterized by Met(o) IGF-I formation and formation of larger reducible aggregates. The histidine buffer system significantly performed better than all other buffers tested and protected IGF-I over the entire pH range. This formulation can be nebulized with conventional air-jet or vibrating-mesh nebulizers while efficiently protecting protein stability thereby opening a reliable pulmonary approach for future in vivo pre-studies with this potent therapeutic.
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ABSTRACT

Insulin-like growth factor I (IGF-I) is a strong anabolic peptide with promising therapeutic value in muscle wasting diseases such as sarcopenia. We report a pulmonary IGF-I delivery system deploying silk-fibroin (SF) as carrier and in comparison to trehalose. Both IGF-I delivery systems were characterized regarding IGF-I integrity, IGF-I release profiles and aerodynamic properties. Transepithelial \textit{in vitro} transport of IGF-I using the pulmonary Calu-3 model cell system followed comparable kinetics and mechanism of uptake as earlier demonstrated for insulin (INS), for which effective pulmonary delivery is known. Microparticles were spray-dried using either trehalose or SF and resulting in geometries allowing alveolar deposition. The effective IGF-I shuttling through the epithelial barrier of the lung was demonstrated in an \textit{ex vivo} human lung lobe model, and expanded the exciting possibility of this administration route to this effective and anabolic peptide.
INTRODUCTION

Loss of muscle mass with age, referred to as sarcopenia, poses a major threat to physical integrity in the elderly [1]. Obvious outcomes are their tendency to bone fractures, a reduced ability to recover from severe illness [2], and reduced overall muscle function and ability for muscle (re-) generation, driving a loss in power capacity, relaxation, and contraction force as well as metabolic dysfunction such as insulin (INS) insensitivity [3, 4]. This decline in muscular function is also typical for other diseases, including amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, muscular dystrophies, or cancer. Insulin-like growth factor I (IGF-I) is an anabolic biologic, boosting satellite cell proliferation and differentiation and transgenic mice overexpressing IGF-I have a muscle mass increase as compared to wild type littermates [5-8]. The half-life of free IGF-I is between 10 and 12 minutes [9]. However, at least 99% of the total IGF-I concentration is bound to IGF binding proteins (IGFBP) in the circulation [10] and the plasma IGFBPs are responsible for an increase of the IGF-I half-life [11]. Indispensable prerequisites of a systemic therapy with IGF-I are efficacy and reproducible exposure profiles. Several human clinical trials give proof of the pulmonary absorption of peptides and proteins following a systemic effect but not for IGF-I to date [12]. Particularly INS, a 5808 g/mol peptide, is well studied and benefits toward other applications as for example the subcutaneous injection regarding pharmacokinetics and reproducible exposure profiles were described [13, 14]. In spite of the Exubera (pulmonary INS) disappointment, the Afrezza (pulmonary INS) approval in the US and a recent deal with a global pharmaceutical company demonstrated the continuing interest in pulmonary delivery of peptides in general and INS in particular. As INS and IGF-I share a high sequence homology, we hypothesize that many of the pulmonary INS achievements can be translated to IGF-I [15]. Major safety issues in INS therapy comprise hypoglycemia as reaction of an INS overdose. Appropriate dosaging of INS for pulmonary delivery is therefore critical. Although IGF-I can cause hypoglycemic effects, its hypoglycemic potential is about 10% compared to INS, indicating that the risk of acute hypoglycemia of pulmonary delivered IGF-I is strongly minimized compared to INS for pulmonary administration, rendering IGF-I an interesting candidate for pulmonary delivery [16].

Other reported acute side effects of IGF-I include suppression of growth hormone release (GH), headache, lipohypertrophy, and pain at the injection side after subcutaneous injection. INS and IGF-I are related proteins with high sequence homology. INS is effectively shuttled through
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epithelial barriers [17, 18]. We hypothesize that this effective transepithelial transport INS can be extrapolated to IGF-I. Furthermore, we developed pulmonary IGF-I delivery systems as a powder for inhalation while tuning microparticle geometries for optimal alveolar landing. The absorption of IGF-I through the lung into the systemic circulation after the aerosolization of these formulations was analyzed in a human ex vivo lung model. Another goal was to evaluate SF as a novel carrier for pulmonary peptide delivery in comparison to trehalose, a frequently used excipient for pulmonary drug delivery systems. IGF-I has also been successfully encapsulated in PLGA microspheres and scaffolds and release profiles over several days have been reported [19-23]. However, PLGA microspheres are typically not selected in cases in which immediate bioavailability of an encapsulated biologic is desirable and reported stability challenges have been correlated to the formation of acidic degradation products of the polymer during microsphere degradation [22, 23]. In contrast, SF has been demonstrated to be particularly useful in the formulation of sensitive biologics. It might be advantageous if this benefit can be extended to pulmonary drug delivery of biologics, and in an effort to expand the paucity of excipients, be allowed for pulmonary use in the future [24, 25].

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Materials

Recombinant human IGF-I was from Novartis (Basel, Switzerland) and Bombyx mori cocoons from Trudel Silk (Zürich, Switzerland). D- (+) -trehalose dihydrate, L-methionine, Eagle’s minimum essential medium with Earle’s salts (MEM), bovine serum albumin (BSA), 3-[4.5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl]-2.5 diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT), 1.1.1.3.3.3-hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFIP), fluorescein-sodium (fluorescein), rabbit zona occludens protein 1 (ZO-1) antibody (Prestige Antibodies), CF 555-labeled anti rabbit IgG, 4.6-diamidino-2-phenylindole dihydrochloride (DAPI), 4-morpholineethanesulfonic acid (MES) and glucose solution 45% were from Sigma Aldrich (Schnelldorf, Germany). Formaldehyde solution 4% (V/V), acetonitrile (HPLC grade) and trifluoroacetic acid (HPLC grade) were from VWR (Ismaning, Germany), 75 cm² tissue culture polystyrene (TCPS) cell culture flasks were from Nunc (Schwerte, Germany) and 12 well plates and high binding 96 well plates from Greiner
(Frickenhausen, Germany). Brij® 35, Triton X-100 and Mowiol 4-88 were from Carl Roth (Karlsruhe, Germany). Fetal bovine serum (FBS), penicillin G, streptomycin, non-essential amino acids (NEA), phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS) were from Biochrom (Berlin, Germany). Polysorbate 20 was from Croda (Nettetal, Germany). Heparin-Na 5000 was from Ratiopharm (Ulm, Germany). Water (Milli-Q) was from a demineralization system (Millipore, Billerica, MA). All other chemicals used were of at least pharmaceutical grade and from Sigma-Aldrich unless otherwise noted.

**Silk-fibroin processing**

Aqueous SF solution was prepared as described before [26]. Briefly, *Bombyx mori* cocoons were cut and boiled two times in an aqueous calcium carbonate solution (0.02 M) for 1 hour. After washing in Milli-Q water and air-drying overnight, the SF was dissolved in 9.3 M lithiumbromide at 60 °C yielding a 20% (m/m) solution. SF solution was dialyzed (SpectraPor, MWCO 6000-8000 g/mol, Spectrum, Rancho Dominguez, CA) against borate buffer (300 mM borate, 150 mM NaCl, pH 9.0) for 24 hours and subsequently dialyzed against Milli-Q water for 48 hours. The concentration of the final SF solution was 25 mg/mL, determined by drying and weighing of a defined amount of SF solution. SF solution was stored in a refrigerator at 2-8 °C.

**IGF-I purification**

Supplied IGF-I solution was purified by cation exchange chromatography (CEX). Briefly, an Äkta purifier™ system (GE, Munich, Germany) and a Hi Trap SP XL column (GE) were used. A 50 mM succinate buffer (pH 4.5) was used as binding buffer and the elution buffer consisted of 50 mM succinate and of 1 M sodium chloride (pH 4.5) and run with a linear gradient. Samples were dialyzed (SpectraPor, MWCO 2000 g/mol, Spectrum Laboratories, Rancho Dominguez, CA) against Milli-Q water and freeze dried. The concentration of IGF-I was determined as described before [27].

**IGF-I microparticle preparation and physical characterization**

A 1% (m/V) solution of trehalose/IGF-I (1:4; m/m) was mixed with polysorbate 20 (0.05%; m/V) and 1 mM L-methionine in a 5 mM histidine buffer at pH = 6.5. Spray drying (Nano Spray
Dryer B-90; Büchi, Switzerland) was at an inlet temperature of 70 °C, spray cap 4 µm mesh, and a flow rate of 115 L/min. In another set of experiments SF replaced trehalose (no L-methionine added) under otherwise identical conditions with spraying at an inlet temperature of 70 °C, spray cap of 5.5 µm mesh size and a flow rate at 130 L/min. IGF-I samples were taken (i) before spray drying, (ii) after pumping the solution through the spray drier`s loop for 15 min and (iii) IGF-I released from the resulting spray-dried microparticles. SF microparticles were exposed to water vapor over a saturated sodium sulfate solution for 24 h (relative humidity of 98% (V/V) determined with a Hygro-Thermometer (VWR, Ismaning, Germany). Another batch was prepared by placing the spray-dried microparticles into methanol for 30 min. Water vapor exposure or methanol treatment is instrumental in increasing SF crystallinity.25, 28, 29 Finally, one batch of microparticles was used untreated. All microparticles were either used immediately or stored in a desiccator under vacuum at 2 – 8 °C. Fourier-Transform-Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) spectra (Jasco FT/IR 6100, Frankfurt, Germany) used 16 scans per measurement at a resolution of 4 cm⁻¹, with a wavenumber range from 650 to 4000 cm⁻¹. Wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) patterns were obtained on a Bruker D8 (Bruker, Karlsruhe, Germany) using a Cu Kα radiation source at 40 kV, 40 mA. Measurements were in reflection geometry (Goebel mirror with slit at 1.2 mm opening on the primary and an anti-scatter slit with 7.5 mm opening on the secondary beam path) along with axial soller slits (2.5° opening) on both sides. Detection was with a 1D-LynxEyedetector (Bruker) in coupled θ/2θ mode from 5 – 50°, step size 0.025°, measurement time of 2.5 seconds per step. Dynamic water vapor sorption (DVS) was on a DVS-HT (Surface Measurement, London, UK) at 25 °C and nitrogen flow of 0.4 L/min. Two cycles of sorption/desorption isotherms were performed with steps of 10%. Each value was read at either < 0.0005% weight change or after a maximum of 3.5 hours.

**Aerodynamic properties of spray-dried microparticles**

A Next Generation Impactor (MSP, Shoreview, MN) was used. Approximately 5 mg microparticles were weighed into hydroxypropylmethylcellulose (HPMC) capsules, and the Cyclohaler (PB, Meerbusch, Germany) was used to deliver the powder. The flow was adjusted to 100 L/min. corresponding to a 4 kPa pressure drop (Flow Meter DFM2, Copley Scientific, Nottingham, UK). All stages were coated with a solution consisting of 15% (m/m) Brij 35, 85% (m/m) of a mixture of ethanol and glycerol (6+4; m/m) to avoid particle bouncing and to get an
effective impaction. The deposited microparticles from each part of the Next Generation Impactor (NGI) were collected by rinsing the throat and preseparator with 10 mL and the applicator and the eight stages with 5 mL Milli-Q water, respectively. The capsule was dissolved in 5 mL Milli-Q water. IGF-I content of the collected solutions were determined by ELISA (DuoSet Human, R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN). The mass median aerodynamic diameter (MMAD), the geometric standard deviation (GSD) and the fine particle fraction (FPF; cumulative proportion of particles with an aerodynamic diameter of \( \leq 5 \mu m \)) of delivered dose (regardless of application system) were calculated using the Copley Inhaler testing data analysis software (Version 3.00, Nottingham, UK). All samples were analyzed in triplicate.

**IGF-I microparticle visualization**

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were recorded on a Zeiss Ultra plus field emission scanning electron microscope with a Gemini e-Beam column (Oberkochen, Germany). 300 microparticles were sized using the software Image J (National Institute of Health, Bethesda, MD) for the geometric mean diameter. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was on a MultiMode AFM (Bruker AXS, Karlsruhe, Germany) in tapping mode. Silicon-cantilevers (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) were used with a resonance frequency of 300 kHz and a spring rate of 40 Nm\(^{-1}\).

**Determination of IGF-I content and purity**

IGF-I/trehalose microparticles were dissolved in 1 mL Milli-Q water and IGF-I/SF microparticles were solubilized in HFIP overnight at room temperature [30]. Subsequently, HFIP was evaporated by flushing with nitrogen gas and IGF-I was reconstituted in 1 mL histidine buffer (5mM, pH 6.5). IGF-I was quantified by reverse phase high performance liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC)\(^{23}\). Briefly, a VWR Hitachi Elite La Chrom HPLC (Radnor, PA) system equipped with a diode array detector (VWR Hitachi L-2400) was used with a Zorbax 300SB-CN reversed-phase chromatography column (Agilent, Böblingen, Germany) at 40°C, flow rate of 0.8 mL/min. using a linear gradient of eluent A (5% (V/V) acetonitrile with 0.2% (V/V) trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) in Milli-Q water) and eluent B (80% (V/V) acetonitrile and 0.2% (V/V) TFA in Milli-Q water) and detection at \( \lambda = 214 \) nm. IGF-I chromatograms were identical as recorded from IGF-I solutions obtained from dissolved IGF-I trehalose microparticles, from HFIP solubilized and
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histidine buffer reconstituted SF microparticles or from spiking experiments of IGF-I solutions with SF or HFIP. IGF-I release from approximately 5 mg SF microparticles was studied in 1mL release medium (50 mM histidine (pH = 6.5), 100 mM sodium chloride, 0.02% (m/V) sodium azide) at 37 °C [20, 22, 23, 31]. Aliquots of supernatant (100 µL) were collected and volume was replaced by fresh medium. Samples were analyzed by RP-HPLC. Additionally, IGF-I/trehalose microparticles were analyzed by high performance gel filtration [32]. Briefly, a Superdex 75 10/300 GL column (GE Healthcare, Munich, Germany) with a flow buffer (50 mM sodium phosphate, 100 mM sodium sulfate and 1.0% (V/V) isopropanol, pH = 7.3) was used with a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min and detection at λ = 280 nm. IGF-I/trehalose microparticles were analyzed by SDS-(sodium dodecyl sulfate) and native PAGE (polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis) as described before [33, 34]. For non-reduced SDS-PAGE, samples were mixed with sample buffer (0.35 M Tris-HCl at pH 6.8, 30% (V/V) glycerol, 10% (m/V) SDS, 0.012% (m/V) bromphenolblue) and for reduced conditions 9.3% (m/V) dithiothreitol was added. For native PAGE analysis, a continuous non-denaturing electrophoresis system (histidine/MES buffer, pH 6.1) was used. Proteins were detected by silver staining (Pierce, Rockford, IL) and documentation was on a FluorChem FC2 (Santa Clara, CA).

**IGF-I bioassay and transepithelial transport**

IGF-I bioactivity was evaluated (MG-63 cells; ATCC: CRL-1427, Manassas, VA) [31, 35]. Cells were cultured in growth medium (MEM, 8.8% (V/V) FBS, 1.77 mM L-glutamine, 88 U/mL penicillin, 88 µg/mL streptomycin, 0.88% NEA). Cells were resuspended in assay medium (MEM, 0.452% BSA (m/V), 1.82 mM L-glutamine, 91 U/mL penicillin, 91 µg/mL streptomycin and 0.91% NEA) and 100 µL (2* 10⁴ cells/mL) were seeded in each well of a 96 well plate (BD, Bedford, MA) and incubatedat 37°C, 5% CO₂ for 24 hours. 100 ng/mL of released IGF-I and of IGF-I reference were deployed to perform a dilution series in assay medium. After incubation at 37 °C and 5% CO₂ for 30 minutes, 100 µL of the samples of the dilution series were transferred to the cells of the assay plate and left for 48 hours before incubation with 50 µL of MTT solution (5.0 g/L) for 4.5 hours. Subsequently, 200 µL of 2-propanol, 3% (m/V) SDS and 0.04 M HCl were added and read at λ = 570 nm. Transepithelial transport was tested with Calu-3 cells, cultured in10 mL of MEM (10% (V/V) FBS, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL streptomycin, 1% NEA, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 2.88 g/L glucose (growth medium) in 75 cm² cell culture flasks at
37 °C and 5% CO₂. For transport studies, 100000 cells/cm² were seeded on filter devices (1.13 cm² growth surface, 0.4 µm pores; Thinther™, Greiner, Frickenhausen, Germany) and 10 – 14 days in culture. Transepithelial electric resistance (TEER) was measured (Evom 2/STX 3 electrode; World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL). The final TEER values were calculated as \( \text{TEER}[^{\Omega \text{cm}^2}] = (\text{TEER}_{\text{Monolayer}} - \text{TEER}_{\text{Blank}}) \times A^\text{[cm}^2]\) and TEER had to be >1000 Ωcm². IGF-I (53-78 µg/mL) or INS (90 – 104 µg/mL) in growth medium were used as donor solution. Cells were incubated at 37 °C and 5% CO₂ and shaken at 100 rpm. Samples were collected from the acceptor chambers between 60 and 150 min and replaced with fresh medium and analyzed using the IGF-I Quantikine Elisa Kit (R&D) and Human Insulin Elisa Kit (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). The apparent permeability coefficient (P_{app}) of fluorescein sodium (20 µM; paracellular marker [36]) was determined on control monolayers in HBSS in parallel to IGF-I and INS experiments. Samples were collected over 60 min. (acceptor; replacement with HBSS) and P_{app} values were calculated as described before [37]. The immunostaining on tight junctions was done on day 10 after washing with PBS and fixation in 4% (V/V) buffered formaldehyde at pH 6.9. Subsequently, monolayers were washed, permeabilized with 0.1% (V/V) Triton X-100 in PBS. After blocking 1 hour at room temperature (5% (m/V) BSA in PBS), an anti ZO-1 antibody (primary antibody), diluted 1:200 (V/V) in PBS was added for 2 h at room temperature. Monolayers were washed (PBS) and incubated with a secondary CF555 labeled goat anti-rabbit IgG, diluted 1:500 (V/V) in 5% (m/V) BSA/PBS, for 1 h at room temperature. The antibody solution was replaced by a DAPI solution, diluted 1:1000 (V/V) in PBS. After washing with PBS, filters were placed on a glass slide and embedded in a Mowiol 4-88 solution. For imaging, an epifluorescent Axio Observer.Z1 (Zeiss) was used. Following ethical approval, the impact of bronchoalveolar lavage (BALF) on IGF-I transepithelial transport was detailed [38]. The supernatant of centrifuged human BALF (a local Ethics Committee gave the permission for the study protocol) was concentrated using a Centriprep YM-50 (Merck), diluted in growth medium without FBS to a final concentration factor of 6.7x BALF. In this 6.7x BALF, IGF-I was diluted and used as donor solutions (16-58 µg/mL). Transport studies with inhibitors of transcytosis/endocytosis were performed. Stock solutions from the inhibitors (1000x in DMSO) were diluted 1:1000 (V/V) in growth medium to the following incubation media: 50 µM amiloride, 300 µM indomethacine, 30 µM nocodazole, 5 µM phenylarsine oxide, 60 µM dynasore, control (growth medium with 0.1% (V/V) DMSO). Monolayers were preincubated at
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37 °C for 30 min. with nocodazole and for 15 min with the other inhibitors. After removing the medium in both chambers, 0.5 mL of each IGF-I donor solution (51-75 μg/mL in incubation medium) was pipetted to the apical chambers and 1.5 mL incubation medium to the basolateral chambers. Samples were taken after 1 h basolaterally. Additionally inhibition studies with nocodazole and dynasore in 6.7 x BALF with IGF-I as donor solutions were performed.

**Human lung perfusion model**

Patient characteristics have been described before (patients with bronchial carcinoma assigned to lobectomy, bilobectomy or pneumonectomy with lung resections at the Thoraxzentrum Bezirk Unterfranken, Münnerstadt, Germany) [39-41]. Each patient was informed about the experiment prior to surgery according to the Declaration of Helsinki and signed an informed consent and a local Ethics Committee gave the permission for the study protocol.

The perfusion buffer was Milli-Q water containing 5% (m/V) BSA, 2.5 mM calcium chloride dihydrate, 5.5 mM glucose monohydrate, 3.5 mM potassium chloride, 2.5 mM potassium dihydrogen phosphate, 1.18 mM magnesium sulphate heptahydrate, 85 mM sodium chloride, 20 mM sodium hydrogen carbonate, and 10000 U/10000 μg/L penicillin G/streptomycin, 2500 U/L heparin-Na [39-41]. Lung lobes were reperfused extracorporally in a half open circulation system as described before [39-41] under respiration (Evita 4, Draeger, Luebeck, Germany). The ventilation mode was biphasic positive airway pressure (BIPAP) to adjust volume for lung lobe size under pH control (Five-Go, Mettler Toledo, Gießen, Germany; adjusted with either carbon dioxide/0.5 M hydrochloric acid or 10% (m/V) hydrogen carbonate). Ventilation parameters were set to 20 – 25 mbar for maximal airway pressure (P_max), 1 mbar for positive and expiratory pressure (PEEP) and an inspiration rate of 15/min (Ventview, Draeger). Perfusion parameters were 97 mL/min at 37 °C and 28 mmHg perfusion pressure. IGF-I loaded trehalose (n = 3) and IGF-I-loaded SF microparticles (n = 3) were applied with an individual lung lobe per experiment. The system was equilibrated for about 5 min before drug application using a Dry Powder Insufflator (DP-4 M with Air Pump AP-1, Penn-Century, Wyndmoor, PA) in the inspiration phases. The retained IGF-I loaded trehalose and SF microparticles in the insufflator were dissolved in Milli-Q water (IGF-I_{retained}) and after termination of the experiments all tubes and connectors between the bronchus of the lobes and the respirator were washed out with Milli-Q water (IGF-I_{adsorbed to plastic}). IGF-I deposited in the lung lobes (IGF-I_{deposited}) was calculated.
using the following equation: $\text{IGF-I}_{\text{deposited}} = \text{IGF-I}_{\text{loaded}} - \text{IGF-I}_{\text{retained}} - \text{IGF-II}_{\text{adsorbed to plastic}}$. The $\text{IGF-I}_{\text{deposited}}$ was used to set the 100% value for the IGF-I. Samples were collected from the venous output and were replaced by fresh perfusion buffer. The absorbed IGF-I (“systemically available” as evidenced by the ex vivo lung model) was recorded in [%] of the IGF-I$\text{deposited}$. All samples were analyzed using the sandwich IGF-I Quantikine® Elisa Kit (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN).

**Statistical analysis**

Data were analyzed using an unpaired Student t-test or one way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison test. GraphPad Prism® 6.04 (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA) or Minitab® 16 (Minitab, Coventry, UK) were used. Results were considered statistically significant at $p \leq 0.05$ and results are displayed as mean with standard deviation (SD).

**RESULTS**

**Transepithelial transport of IGF-I and insulin**

Specifications of Calu-3 monolayers included a (i) transepithelial electrical resistance value exceeding 1000 $\Omega$ cm$^2$ in analogy to previous reports [42], (ii) apparent permeability coefficients ($P_{\text{app}}$) for fluorescein of approximately $1.05 \pm 0.22 * 10^{-7}$ cm/sec$^3$ and (iii) a qualitative assessment of tight junctions. The tight junctions of the Calu-3 cell monolayers were evenly distributed between cells, as indicated after ZO-1 labeling (Figure 1 A). Therefore, and according to our specifications, monolayers were accepted for transport studies and deployed to analyze IGF-I and INS transport through the lung epithelial cell monolayer and to collect in vitro evidence for potential systemic availability following pulmonary delivery [43]. Transported IGF-I and INS followed a linear relationship over time ($r^2 = 0.99$; Figure 1 B). Neither IGF-I nor INS concentrations in the donor chamber changed significantly before and after the experiment (n = 5 for IGF-I, n = 4 for INS; data not shown). IGF-I was distributed to the basolateral compartment with a $P_{\text{app}}$ of $1.49 \pm 0.35 * 10^{-8}$ cm/sec (n = 13) and INS with a $P_{\text{app}}$ of $2.11 \pm 0.57 * 10^{-8}$ cm/sec (n = 10) and both $P_{\text{app}}$ values were statistically different from each other. The amounts [%] of transported INS were statistically higher as compared to IGF-I at each
time point. Addition of concentrated (6.7x) human BALF to the cell culture medium significantly increased the permeation of IGF-I through the Calu-3 monolayer (Figure 1 C). This increase in IGF-I transport was not due to BALF affecting the tight junctions since there was neither a significant difference in the TEER values nor regarding permeation of fluorescein between IGF-I with medium or IGF-I with BALF in medium after the experiments (data not shown). The permeation of IGF-I was significantly decreased by the microtubules disrupting endocytosis inhibitor nocodazole [44, 45] and the dynamin GTPase inhibitor dynasore [46-48], but not significantly impacted by the caveolae-mediated endocytosis inhibitor indometacine [46], the macropinocytosis inhibitor amiloride [46] or the clathrin-mediated endocytosis inhibitor phenylarsine oxide [46] (Figure 2). Incubation of Calu-3 cells with human BALF in combination with nocodazole revealed a significant inhibition of IGF-I permeation while dynasore showed no effect on IGF-I permeation.
**Figure 1.** (A) Confluent Calu-3 monolayer recorded by epi-fluorescence microscopy. Tight junction protein (ZO-1) staining (orange) and DAPI cell nuclei staining (blue). (B) IGF-I and INS transport through Calu-3 [% of donor chamber] monolayer versus time [min]. (C) Apparent permeability of IGF-I in growth medium (control) and in bronchoalveolar Lavage (BALF) across Calu-3. The data are presented as mean ± standard deviation. Apparent permeability coefficient abbreviated as Papp. Asterisks highlight significant difference (p < 0.05).

**Figure 2.** Transport studies of IGF-I in Calu-3 with inhibitors of transcytosis and endocytosis. The data represent the permeated amount of IGF-I (acceptor/donor) normalized to control. Asterisks highlight significant difference (p < 0.05).
Morphology and physical characterization of spray-dried microparticles

Microparticle morphology was assessed by SEM (Figure 3). IGF-I-loaded untreated SF microparticles had a spherical morphology with a mean diameter of $1.23 \pm 0.55 \mu m$ (Figure 3 A) and a microparticle size range from 0.25 $\mu m$ to 3.15 $\mu m$. IGF-I-loaded trehalose microparticles were in a comparable size range (0.40 $\mu m$ – 3.15 $\mu m$) and the mean diameter of $1.18 \pm 0.45 \mu m$ was not significantly different as compared to IGF-I-loaded untreated SF microparticles (Figure 3 B). The diameter of untreated SF microparticles was corroborated by AFM measurements with a diameter of $1.40 \pm 0.55 \mu m$ and a range from 0.80 to 2.20 $\mu m$, respectively. The root mean square of the surface roughness of a representative microparticle was about 1.60 nm (Figure 3 C) with occasional microparticles having rougher surfaces up to 16 nm (Figure S1 A). Representative methanol-treated (Figure S1 B) and water vapor-exposed (Figure S1 C) SF microparticles had a root mean square of the microparticle surface roughness between 4 and 8 nm and 3 and 7 nm, respectively. The aerodynamic properties of spray-dried microparticles were characterized and IGF-I-loaded trehalose microparticles had a mass median aerodynamic diameter (MMAD) of $3.1 \pm 0.05 \mu m$ (n = 3) and IGF-I-loaded untreated SF microparticles had a comparable MMAD of $3.4 \pm 0.3 \mu m$ (n = 3; Figure 3 D). The fine particle fraction of IGF-I loaded-trehalose microparticles was significantly higher (64.1 $\pm$ 1.9%) than the fine particle fraction of IGF-I-loaded untreated SF microspheres (41.3 $\pm$ 0.6%; Figure S2).
Wide-angle X-ray powder diffraction (WAXS) of untreated SF microparticles resulted in a broad peak between $2\Theta \sim 10^\circ$ and $30^\circ$ [49]. Silk I (α-form; type II β-turn) [50] structure for SF has been reported with peaks at $2\Theta \sim 12.2^\circ$, $19.7^\circ$, $24.7^\circ$, and $28.2^\circ$, respectively, whereas silk II (β-form; anti-parallel β-pleated sheet) [50] structure was reported with peaks at $2\Theta \sim 9.1^\circ$, $18.9^\circ$, and $20.7^\circ$, respectively [51, 52]. Notably, untreated SF microparticles analyzed after 20 months of storage in vacuo did not demonstrate conformational changes as analyzed by XRPD (data not shown). Methanol-treated microparticles had two diffraction signals at $2\Theta \sim 19.9^\circ$ and $\sim 24.1^\circ$, suggesting a presence of the silk I structure. Water vapor-exposed microparticles resulted in sharper peaks as compared to methanol-treated microparticles, with three signals at $2\Theta \sim 12.1^\circ$, $19.9^\circ$, and $24.1^\circ$, respectively, attributed to a silk I structure, as well as a small shoulder at $20.7^\circ$, indicating formation of a silk II structure. No evidence for a silk II structure was collected in untreated or methanol-treated microparticles (Figure 4 A). FTIR spectra of unloaded spray-dried SF microparticles were recorded after exposure to water vapor, methanol treatment, and

**Figure 3.** SEM images of IGF-I-loaded (A) untreated SF and (B) trehalose microparticles with magnification (inset). (C) AFM images of untreated SF microparticles with color bars indicating the surface roughness. (D) Mean diameter [µm] and mass median aerodynamic diameter (MMAD; µm) of IGF-I-loaded trehalose and untreated SF microparticles (n = 3).
compared to untreated microparticles as control (Figure 4 B). The analysis of conformational changes of SF in response to treatment is typically focusing on the amide I (carbonyl stretching vibration of the amide group [53]; 1700 – 1600 cm\(^{-1}\)) and amide II (N-H bending and C-N stretching [53]; 1600 – 1500 cm\(^{-1}\)) absorption of the peptide backbone [54], with the absorption at 1625 cm\(^{-1}\) being assigned to (intermolecular [54]) antiparallel \(\beta\)-sheet, often found in crystallized proteins [55], and in the context of SF reflecting stacked antiparallel \(\beta\)-sheet structure [56] or silk II structure [49]. A band at 1647 – 1655 cm\(^{-1}\) is reflecting random coil structure [54]. Regions within 1540 – 1520 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1270 – 1230 cm\(^{-1}\) are assigned to amide II and amide III (C-N stretching coupled to the N-H in-plane bending vibration [53]) [57, 58]. The spectra from all microparticles had strong bands at 1517 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1235 cm\(^{-1}\), reflecting no changes upon treatment with methanol or exposure to water vapor for the amide II and III, respectively. A shift from 1645 cm\(^{-1}\) to 1622 cm\(^{-1}\) was observed upon treatment and as compared to untreated microparticles, reflecting an increase in crystallinity and providing evidence that intermolecular/stacked antiparallel \(\beta\)-sheet structures have formed and that random coil structure was reduced upon treatment (Figure 4 B). Weakly observable shoulders at 1270 cm\(^{-1}\) as recorded for the methanol-treated and water vapor-exposed microparticles corroborated the \(\beta\)-sheet conformation and were absent for the untreated microparticles. The band observed for the untreated microparticles at about 1645 cm\(^{-1}\) suggested a random coil conformation and absence of \(\beta\)-sheet for amide I. The peak at 1517 cm\(^{-1}\) suggested \(\beta\)-sheet recorded in the amide II region in all groups [57]. All groups had strong bands at 1235 cm\(^{-1}\), indicating a random coil structure. Therefore, the FTIR data reflected a shift from random coil conformation to an increase in \(\beta\)-sheet content following treatment of the microparticles with methanol or water vapor.

The absorption of water vapor to the microparticles was followed gravimetrically (Figure 4 C; Figure S3). Absorption characteristics of methanol-treated and water vapor-exposed microparticles were comparable, with virtually no difference in sorption and desorption isotherms (hysteresis) for each cycle of the experiment (Figure 4 C). In contrast, water absorption of untreated SF microparticles was different in the first cycle compared to the second cycle. Starting from a relative humidity of ~50%, negative values were obtained in the first cycle and reflecting that the moisture content was lower during desorption as compared to sorption (hysteresis). However, the second cycle resulted in positive values and consequently in isotherms nearly coinciding with the microparticles previously exposed to water vapor and reflecting the
rapid conformational change of SF in response to water vapor (Figure 4 C). Total water sorption in terms of mass change [%] for untreated, methanol-treated, and water vapor-exposed microparticles at a relative humidity of 90% was as follows for 2 independent experiments and cycle 1 and 2, respectively, with [21.1; 20.8 and 18.7; 18.3], [17.9; 18.3 and 16.8; 17.3], [18.3; 18.6 and 17.5; 17.8] (Figure S3).

Figure 4. (A) X-ray diffraction pattern of water vapour-exposed, methanol-treated, and untreated SF microparticles. Asterisk indicates additional shoulder at approx. 20.7° for water vapor-exposed microparticles. (B) FTIR spectra of water vapor-exposed, methanol-treated, and untreated SF microparticles with magnification (inset). (C) Dynamic vapor sorption isotherm hysteresis plot of water vapor-exposed, methanol-treated, and untreated SF microparticles.

IGF-I stability and release

During spray drying, the IGF-I in solution was exposed to pumping stress, heat, disintegration of the continuous fluid into droplets by means of a piezoelectric atomizer, and ultimately collection and recovery, the impact of which was detailed. IGF-I solution with trehalose was stable
throughout the process as assessed by reversed-phase HPLC (Figure 5 A). Furthermore, no small or large covalent aggregates were formed as analyzed by nonreduced SDS-PAGE (Figure 5 B), Native PAGE (Figure 5 C), or noncovalent aggregates by reduced SDS-PAGE (Figure 5 D), respectively. Size exclusion chromatography demonstrated that low-molecular-weight aggregates (mainly low aggregation numbers such as dimers and trimers) did not increase due to treatment (Figure 5 E).

The data indicated that IGF-I can be successfully processed by spray drying with no impact on IGF-I degradation or aggregation. Furthermore, IGF-I was stable in trehalose microparticles upon microparticle dissolution (Figure 5 A). Based on these results deploying trehalose, the experiments were extended to SF as carrier. The mean IGF-I peak from untreated SF microparticles decreased significantly by 5.7% as compared to before spray drying (p < 0.01) (Figure S4 A). Furthermore, the peak from methionine 59 IGF-I [22, 23, 59]. (Met(o)-IGF-I) significantly increased (5.1%) as compared to before spray drying (please note, that IGF-I trehalose microparticles contained methionine as antioxidizing excipient, whereas IGF-I SF microparticles did not; Figure S4 B). This increase in the Met (59) peak was confirmed for microparticles stored for 18 months in vacuo (data not shown). After methanol and water vapor treatment and as compared to untreated microparticles, the IGF-I peak significantly decreased by 2.7% and 2.2% and the Met(o)-IGF-I peak significantly increased by 2.2% and 2.0%, respectively (Figure S4 A, S4 B) with no other degradation products being detected by chromatography (Figure 5 F, G).
Figure 5. (A) HPLC chromatogram of IGF-I/trehalose solution samples taken before spray drying (start), during the spray drying process (process) and upon dissolution of the resulting microparticles (dissolution). (B) Nonreduced SDS-PAGE of trehalose microparticles (left) and IGF-I reference (right) with a molecular weight ladder in between [numbers in kDa]. (C) Native PAGE of IGF-I released from trehalose microparticles (left) and IGF-I reference (right) and (D) reduced SDS-PAGE of trehalose microparticles (left) and IGF-I reference (right) with a molecular weight ladder in between [numbers in kDa]. (E) SEC chromatogram of IGF-I reference solution (reference) and IGF-I from dissolved trehalose microparticles (trehalose dissolution). HPLC chromatogram of (F) IGF-I/SF solutions before spray drying (start), and during the spray drying process (process) and (G) of IGF-I from dissolved untreated, methanol-treated and water vapor-exposed microparticles, respectively.
IGF-I loading of trehalose microparticles (74.4%) was significantly higher as compared to untreated SF microparticles (50.4%), methanol-treated (48.0%), or water vapor-exposed microparticles (30.4%), respectively (Figure 6A). No significant differences were observed for the loading of untreated and methanol-treated SF microparticles. However, loading of water vapor-exposed microparticles was 20% lower and significantly different from the loading of untreated microparticles. This is at least in part a result of the water vapor-exposed microparticles being weighed in wet stage, with an additional mass due to the adsorbed water of about 20%, nearly quantitatively matching the observed differences (Figure S3C). In vitro IGF-I release from the trehalose microparticles into the release medium was instantaneous (data not shown). However, IGF-I release from SF microparticles was characterized by an exponential rise to maximum within three hours (Figure 6B).

IGF-I potency was demonstrated for trehalose microparticles (Figure 6C) and for untreated SF microparticles (Figure 6D) and no potency assays were run on IGF-I released from methanol-treated or water vapor-exposed microparticles in light of previously reported data, indicating that exposure of IGF-I within SF scaffolds to these post-treatments did not impact the growth factor’s potency [31, 35].
Figure 6. Loading of trehalose, untreated SF, methanol-treated SF and water vapor-exposed SF microparticles (mean ± standard deviation; n=4; n=3 for trehalose). The loading on water vapor exposed microparticles was determined from wet microparticles, with the dotted bar indicating the results for an extrapolated dried state (water loss information was obtained from DVS experiments; see supplementary Figure 4). (B) IGF-I release [%] over time [hours] for water vapor-exposed, untreated, and methanol-treated SF microparticles, respectively (mean ± standard error; n=3). (C) MG-63 cell proliferation assay of IGF-I released from trehalose microparticles [arbitrary units] over IGF-I concentration [ng/mL] and (D) from untreated SF microparticles. Diluted IGF-I solutions were used for reference and the blank values are highlighted in the separated boxes (mean ± standard deviation; n=3; blank value n=12). Asterisks highlight significant difference (p < 0.05).

Lungperfusion with IGF-I trehalose microparticles and IGF-I SF microparticles

The distribution of IGF-I to the perfusion buffer was studied in six human lung lobe perfusion experiments, three of which with IGF-I-loaded trehalose and three with IGF-I-loaded untreated SF microparticles. Transepithelial transport and “systemic” availability was measured in the
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perfusion buffer of the ex vivo human lung lobe model and followed a linear pattern. Uptake kinetics from trehalose and SF microparticles were identical (Figure 7).

Figure 7. IGF-I recorded in the perfusion buffer using the ex vivo human lung lobe model. IGF-I-loaded microparticles from trehalose and untreated SF had identical “systemic” availability patterns (n = 3 for each group, mean ± mean deviation). Upwards facing error bars are for IGF-I trehalose microparticles, downwards facing error bars for untreated IGF-I SF microparticles.

**DISCUSSION**

Transepithelial in vitro transport studies supported the assumption that IGF-I is systemically available upon pulmonary delivery and in analogy to inhaled INS (Figure 1 B). The higher permeation coefficient of INS was impacted by the lower molecular weight of INS (5.8 kDa) compared to IGF-I (7.6 kDa), with a relationship between the molecular mass and the permeation rate in Calu-3 monolayer having been described [60] and suggesting the contribution of a paracellular transport mechanism [45]. However, transcellular pathways also play a significant role for the uptake of proteins in alveolar epithelial cells. Previously, an enhanced INS transport has been observed in the presence of high molecular weight (>100 kDa) fractions of rat BALF [38]. In the present study we also found a significantly enhanced permeation of IGF-I under co-incubation with concentrated human BALF (Figure 1 C). The identity of the relevant transport-enhancing protein(s) yet needs to be clarified. A potential candidate might be α2-macroglobulin which is present in BALF and contributes to the regulation of transport processes [61, 62]. Interestingly, in the presence of α2-macroglobulin a more pronounced effect of IGF-I has been observed, which might be due to a higher uptake of IGF-I [63]. In the present study, further investigations revealed that the endocytotic transport of IGF-I across Calu-3 cells was clathrin, caveolae and macrocytosis independent, but dynamin dependent. Similar results have been
reported for INS [46, 64]. Within the constraints of this assessment evidence is provided that INS and IGF-I at least in part share common pathways across alveolar cells. These pathways include para- and transcellular routes and the precise mechanism appears to be dependent on factors such as cell type or the presence of transport-enhancing proteins [38, 64, 65].

Several physical-chemical properties of silk-fibroin (SF) impact drug delivery. Main parameters include crystallinity (analyzed by FTIR and XRPD), morphology (AFM and SEM), water vapor sorption (DVS), and characteristics for pulmonary delivery (aerodynamic diameter). For intrapulmonary administration, the aerodynamic properties critically impact successful particle landing in the alveoli and thereby systemic drug absorption. Typically, a mass median aerodynamic diameter (MMAD) of 1 µm to 5 µm is instrumental in targeting the deep regions of the lung, including the small airways and alveoli and 80% of particles with a diameter of < 3 µm are typically expected to reach the lower airways in healthy adult subjects [14]. Extrapolating from these studies, the MMAD of IGF-I-loaded trehalose microparticles (3.1 ± 0.05 µm) and of IGF-I-loaded untreated SF microparticles (3.4 ± 0.3 µm) would suggest alveolar landing as a prerequisite for systemic availability (Figure 3D).

The comparable geometric diameters and aerodynamic parameters including MMAD (Figure 3D; Figure S2) along with geometric standard deviations below 1.2, suggested a homogenous particle size distribution and similar geometrical and bulk properties, for both IGF-I-loaded trehalose and untreated IGF-I-loaded SF microparticles. Post-manufacture treatment (i.e. methanol treatment or exposure to water vapor) of the SF microparticles increased the β-sheet content/overall crystallinity [35], did not substantially impact IGF-I stability, and resulted in water insolubility. However, we did observe a shift from IGF-I to Met(o)-IGF-I for the SF but not the trehalose formulation and assigned it to the antioxidative potential of methionine which was co-formulated with the trehalose microparticles but not with SF (Figure S4B). The sum of the IGF-I and the Met(o)-IGF-I peak areas as analyzed by RP-HPLC added up to comparable values between the control IGF-I solution and all microparticle formulations, suggesting that no further chemical instability other than oxidation of the methionine in position 59 of the IGF-I peptide occurred [59]. Nevertheless, the loading was significantly different for trehalose and SF microparticles, respectively (Figure 6A). This finding opened two interpretations, either (i) IGF-I loss as a result of covalent or noncovalent aggregates or (ii) IGF-I complexation with SF in solution (i.e. upon IGF-I release from the microparticle) leading to invisible complexes in
solution of IGF-I (pI~7.8 [15]) with the SF biopolymer (pI~4.5 [66]) presumably through electrostatic and van-der-Waals interaction, respectively. Interpretation (ii) is building off recently detailed thermodynamic studies between protamine - a basic model protein - and SF, and should be only carefully conducted in light of the differences among protamine (pI~12) and IGF-I [67]. Nevertheless, the finding that potency of IGF-I was retained in untreated SF microparticles (Figure 6 D) and “systemic” exposure as approximated by ex vivo use of the human lung lobe model (Figure 7) provided evidence that complexation in solution is more likely than a loss as a result of aggregation based on the assumption that aggregation would lead to a loss in potency. However, these findings highlight the need to develop robust purification and analytical techniques for the characterization of SF drug delivery systems.

IGF-I release profiles from SF (untreated and methanol-treated/water vapor-exposed) did not differ significantly from each other (Figure 6 B). This finding was unexpected in light of the typically strong impact of methanol treatment/water vapor exposure on protein drug release profiles from SF scaffold materials [25], including IGF-I [31]. This is a result of the special spray drier setup used in this study, based on a piezo crystal for droplet generation in contrast to the spraying method used before [68]. It has been shown that ultrasound high frequency treatment of SF – as mediated by the piezo crystal - increased crystallinity [69]. We speculate that the increase of crystallinity as a result of the use of the piezo crystal for droplet generation was sufficient to increase the crystallinity to an extent, such that sustained release profiles were found for IGF-I. Further increase in crystallinity by water vapor exposure or methanol treatment did not further impact the profile as compared to untreated SF microparticles. Microparticles exposed to water vapor or treated with methanol had an increase in crystallinity as compared to untreated SF microparticles and a silk I conformation (Figure 4 A). Silk I is a preferable conformation as linked to rapid SF degradation kinetics [70] - a desired feature for pulmonary delivery addressing concerns of particle longevity and the risk of posing an inflammatory challenge in the lung as a result of chronic particle presence. Previous reports have already reported that silk-I conformation is maintained in spite of methanol treatment when formulated into microparticles under appropriate conditions [71]. Finally, systemic IGF-I availability was assessed in an ex vivo human lung lobe model. SF carriers were equivalent to trehalose in shuttling IGF-I across the pulmonary epithelial barrier. SF is well known for its general capacity for stabilizing complex molecules, including antibodies and peptides [24, 25, 29]. Furthermore, SF has been
demonstrated to have comparable biocompatibility to type I collagen and improved safety characteristics as compared to synthetic polymers such as poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) using intramuscular implantation for safety assessment in rats [72] and when implanted into bone defects in sheep [28]. In spite of the benign character of SF evidenced before, the pulmonary route constitutes a new site of administration requiring additional toxicological profiling. From a technical perspective, the equivalence for trehalose and SF carriers for transepithelial transport in the lung lobe model places SF as an interesting candidate to expand the notoriously short list of excipient for the formulation of dry powders for inhalation and more strongly within the field of systemic peptide delivery through the lungs. Longer lasting kinetic studies are required to corroborate these findings from the *ex vivo* human lung lobe model for later time points. We used a human lung lobe model to successfully demonstrate pulmonary absorption from both IGF-I formulations, those in trehalose and those in SF carrier, respectively. This lung perfusion model has been previously used to compare different formulations of inhaled glucocorticoids and was found to excellently mirror clinical pharmacokinetics of the drug preparations [44]. The current study was the first time that an aerosolized protein was administered to the lung lobe model. Assuming that a total of 10 mg powder blend is used per capsule and that the bioavailability is 6% (latest value reported in *ex vivo* lung lobe model experiments), a minimum of 112 µg or 76 µg IGF-I can be made systemically available per inhalation for the trehalose and untreated SF microparticles, respectively.

**CONCLUSION**

*In vitro* studies demonstrated for the first time the transepithelial IGF-I flux and in analogy to INS. IGF-I was successfully formulated into pulmonary drug delivery systems by deploying trehalose and SF as carriers, respectively. The use of both carriers, trehalose and SF, resulted in effective and comparable shuttling of IGF-I through an *ex vivo* human lung lobe model. Therefore, the general feasibility of pulmonary IGF-I delivery was demonstrated from trehalose and SF, opening pulmonary delivered and systemic IGF-I e.g. for a future therapy of muscle wasting diseases such as sarcopenia.
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Figure S1. AFM images of (A) untreated SF microparticles (left) with respective magnification (right), (B) methanol-treated SF and (C) water vapor-exposed SF microparticles. Color bars represent the surface roughness. Bar length is 1 \( \mu m \).
Figure S2. Distribution of IGF-I [%] on the different stages of the Next Generation Impactor after aerosolization of trehalose and untreated silk-fibroin microparticles (mean ± standard deviation; n=3). Asterisks highlight significant difference at p < 0.05 for stage 2 (6.1 μm–3.4 μm) and 4 (2.2 μm–1.3 μm) and two asterisks at p <0.01 for stage 3 (3.4 μm–2.2 μm) and the FPF (fine particle fraction) of all microparticles. FPF is the sum of particles with a diameter ≤ 5 μm.
Figure S3. Water vapor isotherms of (A) untreated, (B) methanol-treated, and (C) water vapor-exposed microparticles.
Figure S4. IGF-I degradation analysis: (A) IGF-I peak area [%] before spray drying (start) and of IGF-I released from trehalose, untreated, methanol-treated and water vapor-exposed microparticles. (B) Peak area [%] of methionine 59 oxidized IGF-I (Met(o)-IGF-I) from samples collected before spray drying (start) and from trehalose, untreated, methanol-treated and water vapor-exposed microparticles. Asterisks highlight significant difference at p < 0.05.
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ABSTRACT

Insulin-like growth factor I is an important regulator of growth and metabolism and, therefore, a valuable agent for muscoskeletal diseases such as sarcopenia. We developed a strategy for safe, reliable and controllable IGF-I delivery. For this purpose we genetically engineered two IGF-I variants containing an unnatural amino acid at two positions, respectively, thereby integrating alkyne functions into the primary sequence of the protein. These allowed linking IGF-I with other molecules in a site specific manner, i.e. via a copper catalyzed azide-alkyne Huisgen cycloaddition (click reaction). In this work we introduce the different IGF-I mutants and the IGF-I delivery concept and describe the optimization of the expression conditions of the IGF-I mutants and initial approaches for the following purification by cation exchange chromatography.
INTRODUCTION

Insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I) is a member of the insulin-like growth factor family as well as insulin and insulin-like growth factor-II. It is a 7649 Da polypeptide and contains 70 amino acids and three intramolecular disulfide bonds [1]. IGF-I is primarily produced in the liver but to some extent in peripheral tissue [2]. The biological actions of IGF-I are mainly mediated by the specific transmembrane IGF-I receptor and include DNA synthesis, cell differentiation and protein synthesis [3]. Thus, possible fields of application are atrophic musculoskeletal diseases such as sarcopenia or dwarfism. Transport of IGF-I is regulated by six IGF-I binding proteins [3]. The IGF-I gene consists of six exons [2] leading to various mRNA transcripts that encode for different IGF-I precursor peptides. These isoforms of IGF-I possess extensions of 35 to 77 amino acids at the C-terminus that are referred to as Ea-, Eb- or Ec-peptides [4]. Biological effects of human E-peptides were shown such as mitogenic, angiogenic and migratory activity and also the regulation of cell differentiation [4]. Posttranslational modification results in the mature IGF-I comprising 70 amino acids by cleaving off the E-peptides. However, other studies demonstrated that prevention of the cleavage of the E-peptide increased the stability of IGF-I in serum and maintained the therapeutic activity [5, 6]. In this work we engineered two IGF-I peptides, one containing its Ea-peptide and another one consisting of the mature IGF-I using \( E.coli \). An unnatural amino acid, \( N^6-((\text{prop-2-yn-1-yloxy})\text{carbonyl})\text{lysine}(\text{pyrrolysine analogue}; \text{Plk}) \), was incorporated into the peptides (Plk-IGF-I) at two positions, respectively. By this means, IGF-I was equipped with alkyne functions that provide the opportunity to decorate IGF-I with other molecules carrying an azido group and following formation of a triazol linkage, referred to as Cu(I)-catalyzed Huisgen azide-alkyne cycloaddition (click reaction) [7-9]. Plk could be integrated into the peptide sequence in response to an amber codon (TAG codon) by additionally supplying the genes for the appropriate transfer RNA (tRNA) and pyrrolysyl-transfer-RNA-synthetase (pylRS) via two vectors. These genes were naturally found in anaerobic methanogens, the \textit{Methanosarcina barkeri}. Using this strategy is particularly advantageous, since site-specific modification of IGF-I such as PEGylation can be achieved and the problems of product heterogeneity are overcome, as modification will strictly occur only at sites of Plk. PEG modification increases the solubility and half-lives of proteins and reduces their immunogenic potential [10, 11]. Furthermore, Plk-IGF-I can be linked through the click chemistry strategy to short peptides consisting of a protease sensitive sequence, which is
instrumental to yield concepts characterized by the active moiety (here IGF-I) flanked by a bioresponsive element (the protease sensitive sequence), flanked by a surface, a polymer, or any other decoration element. For example, this protease sensitive linker is selectively cleaved by proteolytic enzymes including matrix metalloproteinase (MMP-8) that are upregulated in several diseases. In response to MMP upregulation, cleavage occurs and the active form of IGF-I is generated locally. In this way IGF-I can be released directly at the target tissue and only in case being required. Plk-IGF-I can be linked to other biotherapeutics via a cleavable linker to intensify the therapeutic effect or it can be attached to surfaces such as implants. This work aims at contributing to the development of an innovative IGF-I delivery system with high therapeutic potential and less adverse side effects for musculoskeletal disorders. We mainly describe different approaches to express and purify two IGF-I mutants possessing the unnatural amino acid, the pyrrolysine analogue (Plk), to accomplish the click reaction.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Materials

Recombinant human IGF-I was from Novartis (Basel, Switzerland), ampicillin, kanamycin, bovine serum albumin, bromophenol blue, glycerol, acrylic acid amide, succinic acid, Anti-Insulin-like growth factor-I antibody (produced in goat), Monoclonal Anti-Insulin-like growth factor-I antibody (produced in mouse), sodium hydroxide, tetrahydrofuran, propargylcholoroformate, diethyl ether, ethyl acetate, magnesium sulfate, trifluoroacetic acid and poly(propylene glycol) were from Sigma-Aldrich (Schnelldorf, Germany). Boc-Lys-OH was from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). SuperSignal West Pico Chemiluminescent Substrate was from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Braunschweig, Germany). NucleoSpin Plasmid Miniprep Kit and NucleoBond® Xtra Midi kit were from Macherey-Nagel (Düren, Germany). Milli-Q water was from a demineralization system (Millipore, Billerica, MA). All other chemicals were at least of pharmaceutical grade and from Sigma-Aldrich unless otherwise noted. Culture media:Lysogeny Broth (LB) medium (10 g Bacto-Tryptone, 5 g Yeast Extract, 5 g NaCl, 5 g MgSO$_4$ * 7 H$_2$O, 1 g Glucose (anhydrous) ad 1000 mL Milli-Q water (at pH 7.5) and Terrific Broth (TB) medium (12 g Bacto-Tryptone, 24 g Yeast Extract, 3.2 g glycerol ad 900 mL Milli-Q water).
Introduction of a non-natural amino acid into IGF-I

A pyrrolysine analogue (Plk) with an alkyne function was introduced into IGF-I. For this purpose, an amber codon (TAG) was placed on the intended position of the DNA sequence [7-9]. Actually, an amber codon signals the termination of protein synthesis due to the lack of an appropriate transfer RNA (tRNA). But we additionally provided two further genes, a pyrrolysyl-transfer-RNA-synthetase (pylRS) and its cognate t-RNA (tRNA\textsuperscript{Pyl}) that naturally occur in \textit{Methanosarcina barkeri}. Consequently; Plk that was added to the culture medium, was recognized by pylRS, joined to the tRNA\textsuperscript{Pyl} and incorporated into the protein sequence in response to TAG binding of the Plk loaded tRNA\textsuperscript{Pyl} at the ribosome and integration into the growing peptide chain, respectively.

**DNA Sequence of IGF-I variants:**

The DNA sequence of the modified IGF-I, referred to as Plk-IGF-I, contained two nucleotide triplets substituted to an amber codon (TAG), respectively. At the beginning of the sequence a code standing for glycine (GGC) was added. A recognition sequence of the restriction enzyme NdeI (5’CATATG) was inserted at the 5’-terminus and the 3’-terminus was provided with the recognition sequence of BAmHI (5’GGATCC):

CAT ATG \textbf{GGC} GGC CCG \textbf{TAG} ACC CTG TGC GGT GCG GAA CTG GTG GAT GCG CTG CAG TTT GTG TGC GGC GAT CGC GGC TTT TAT TTT AAC AAA CCG ACC GGC TAT GGC AGC TCA AGC CGC CTG GGC CCG CAG ACC GGC ATT GTG GAT GAA TGC TGT TTT CGC AGC TGC GAT CTG CGC CCG CGC CTG GAA ATG TAT TGC GCG CCG CTG \textbf{TAG} CCG GCG AAA AGC GCG TAA GGA TCC.

The DNA sequence of the modified IGF-I, referred to as Plk-IGF-I-Ea, consisted of the IGF-I sequence and additionally an extension that encoded the Ea peptide. Two nucleotide triplets were substituted to an amber codon (TAG), respectively and a code standing for glycine (GGC) was added. Similarly, the recognition sequence of the restriction enzyme NdeI (5’CATATG) was inserted at the 5’-terminus and the 3’-terminus was provided with the recognition sequence of BAmHI (5’GGATCC):

CAT ATG \textbf{GGC} GGC CCG \textbf{TAG} ACC CTG TGC GGT GCG GAA CTG GTG GAT GCG CTG CAG TTT GTG TGC GGC GAT CGC GGC TTT TAT TTT AAC AAA CCG ACC GGC
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TAT GGC AGC TCA AGC CGC CGT GCG CCG CAG ACC GGC ATT GTG GAT GAA TGC TGC TTT CGC AGC TGC GAT CTG CGC CGC CTG GAA ATG TAT TGC GCG CCG CTG AAA CCG GCG AAA AGC GCG GTG CGC GCG CAG CGC CAT ACC GAT ATG CCG AAA ACC CAG AAA GAA GTG CAT CTG AAA AAC GCG AGC CGC GGC AGC GCG GGC AAC TAG AAC TAT CGC ATG TAA GGA TCC.

DNA vectors

Both DNA constructs were cloned into pUC57 vector via multiple cloning site EcoRV by GenScript (Piscataway, New Jersey, USA). The pUC57 vector consisted of 2710 bp and was isolated from *E. coli*. For the expression of the IGF-I variants, each IGF-I sequence was cloned into pET11a vector, respectively. The pET11a vector is a bacterial plasmid with a length of 5677 bp. It contains a T7 promoter which is only recognized by the bacteriophage T7 RNA polymerase. This T7 system enables the high level transcription of cloned genes and consequently the production of high amounts of proteins. An ampicillin resistance gene, a lac operator and a lacI gene are also located on the pET11a vector. The lacI gene codes for the lac repressor protein that regulates the gene expression by binding to the lac operator and thereby preventing the transcription. Isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) can interfere in this procedure and the addition of IPTG induces the protein expression, accordingly. The gene of the indispensable T7 RNA polymerase existed on the chromosome of the host cells (*BL(DE3)*), as well as a lac promotor and a lac operator. Hence, the expression of the T7 polymerase was induced by IPTG and thereby the expression of the target protein as well. Furthermore, the gene for the tRNA\textsubscript{Pyl}, the appropriate constitutive lipoprotein promoter lpp and the rrnC terminator were cloned into the pET11a vector. The pRSFduet vector consists of 3829 bp and was co-transformed into the host cells. The pRSFduet vector comprised a kanamycine resistance gene and the pyrrolysyl-tRNA synthetase (PylRS) gene.
**Subcloning**

The pUC57 plasmids were transformed into competent bacteria such as *JM 109* and *DH5α* for the purpose of amplification. After the overnight culture, the plasmid DNA was extracted and purified by Midipreparation according to the instruction manual. A *restriction digestion* of pUC57 vectors with its IGF-I inserts and pET11a vectors was performed and the resulting fragments were analyzed by *agarose gel electrophoresis*. Subsequently, the *ligation* between the insert DNA and the pET11a vector was accomplished. The associated pET11a vectors were *transformed* into competent *E.Coli cells (BL21(DE3))* to amplify the plasmid DNA following purification by Minipreparation. DNA sequence analysis was performed by Eurofins Genomics GmbH (Ebersberg, Germany). Concurrently, a second *restriction digest* and *agarose gel electrophoresis (II)* were done to control the ligation. The verified pET11a plasmids and the pRSFduet plasmids were *cotransformed* into E. coli cells (*BL21(DE3)*) and subsequently used for protein expression.

The details of *transformation, restriction digestion* and *ligation* following *agarose gel electrophoresis* are described below.

**Transformation**

After thawing of 100 µL of competent cells on ice, 0.5 µL DNA was added and gently mixed (without pipetting up and down). The tubes were incubated on ice for 20 minutes. Subsequently, the cells were heat shocked for 30 seconds at 42 °C without shaking and then again placed on ice for 2 minutes. 250 µL of pre-warmed Super Optimal Broth (SOC) medium was added to each tube and incubated at 37 °C for 1 hour at 300 rpm. 100 µL of each transformation was spread on prewarmed, selective agar plates following incubation at 37 °C overnight. Subsequently, a single colony from the agar plate was selected and transferred into liquid LB medium, supplemented with antibiotics. The bacterial culture was incubated at 37 °C in a shaking incubator overnight (overnight culture).
DNA purity and concentration

For plasmid DNA purification the NucleoBond® Xtra Midi kit (Macherey-Nagel, Düren, Germany) was used according to the instruction manual. The DNA purity was assessed using the ratio of absorbance at 260 nm and 280 nm (1.8 – 2.0). The DNA concentration was determined by measuring the absorbance at 260 nm.

Restriction digestion (I)

The DNA substrates were digested with two restriction enzymes simultaneously. The following reactions were set up:

Table 1. Restriction digestion reactions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attempt</th>
<th>pET11a</th>
<th>Plk-IGF-I</th>
<th>Plk-IGF-I-Ea</th>
<th>BamHI</th>
<th>NDEI</th>
<th>NE Buffer 3</th>
<th>BSA</th>
<th>Water</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4 µg</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 µL</td>
<td>1 µL</td>
<td>3 µL</td>
<td>0.3 µL</td>
<td>ad 30 µL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4 µg</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 µL</td>
<td>1 µL</td>
<td>3 µL</td>
<td>0.3 µL</td>
<td>ad 30 µL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4 µg</td>
<td>1 µL</td>
<td>1 µL</td>
<td>3 µL</td>
<td>0.3 µL</td>
<td>ad 30 µL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subsequently, the recipient plasmid (pET11a) was additionally treated with a phosphatase to prevent re-circularization: 2 µL Antarctic Phosphatase (New England BioLabs GmbH, Frankfurt, Germany), 3.6 µL Antarctic Phosphatase Reaction Buffer (New England BioLabs GmbH, Frankfurt, Germany) and 0.4 µL water were added. The samples were heated at 37 °C for 15 minutes and at 65 °C for 5 minutes.

Agarose gel electrophoresis (I)

DNA fragments were isolated due to their size by agarose gel electrophoresis. Therefore, 1.54 g agarose powder was dissolved in 75 mL TAE-buffer under heating. After cooling 3.75 µL Midori Green was added. The lukewarm gel solution was poured into the gel tray and a gel comb was inserted to form wells. The cast was placed into the casting apparatus. Samples were mixed with 6X MassRuler DNA Loading Dye (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Braunschweig, Germany) and loaded
into the wells of the agarose gel. A GeneRuler 1 kb Plus DNA Ladder (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Braunschweig, Germany) and a GeneRuler Low Range DNA Ladder (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Braunschweig, Germany) were applied. The gel was run at 80 V. The resulting DNA fragments were cut out and purified by the use of the GeneJET Gel Extraction Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Braunschweig, Germany) according to the instruction manual.

**Ligation**

The DNA ligase was used to join the DNA inserts and the pET11a vector in an aqueous milieu using 10 x buffer. The following ratios were mixed in an Eppendorf tube, respectively and incubated at 22 °C for three hours:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attempt</th>
<th>pET11 a vector</th>
<th>Plk-IGF-I / Plk-IGF-I-Ea</th>
<th>10 x buffer</th>
<th>Ligase</th>
<th>nuclease free water</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 µL</td>
<td>10 µL</td>
<td>2.5 µL</td>
<td>0.5 µL</td>
<td>11 µL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 µL</td>
<td>20 µL</td>
<td>2.5 µL</td>
<td>0.5 µL</td>
<td>1 µL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2 µL</td>
<td>5 µL</td>
<td>2.5 µL</td>
<td>0.5 µL</td>
<td>15 µL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2 µL</td>
<td>10 µL</td>
<td>2.5 µL</td>
<td>0.5 µL</td>
<td>10 µL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Afterwards, the samples were transformed into *BL21(DE3)* E.coli cells (see above) and were grown overnight on agar plates containing ampicillin. Several colonies were randomly picked and each was grown in liquid media (Lysogeny Broth (LB) with ampicillin) overnight (overnight culture, OVC), following plasmid DNA purification by means of NucleoSpin Plasmid Miniprep Kit according to the instruction manual.

**Restriction digestion (II) to control ligation**

The incorporation of the DNA inserts (Plk-IGF-I, Plk-IGF-I-Ea) into the pET11a vector was controlled by digestion with two restriction enzymes (BamHI, SapI). The following reactions were set up at 37 °C overnight:
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Table 3. Restriction digestion reactions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pET11a-Plk-IGF-I</th>
<th>pET11a-Plk-IGF-I-Ea</th>
<th>pET11a vector</th>
<th>Buffer 4</th>
<th>BamHI</th>
<th>SapI</th>
<th>Nuclease free water</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 µL</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2 µL</td>
<td>1 µL</td>
<td>0.5 µL</td>
<td>6.5 µL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6 µL</td>
<td>2 µL</td>
<td>1 µL</td>
<td>0.5 µL</td>
<td>10.5 µL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>10 µL</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2 µL</td>
<td>1 µL</td>
<td>0.5 µL</td>
<td>10.5 µL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Agarose gel electrophoresis (II)

A 1 % agarose gel was used (1.25 g agarose powder in 125 mL TAE buffer) with 6.25 µL Midori Green and electrophoresis was performed as described above (agarose gel electrophoresis (I)).

Cotransformation

pET11a vector (ampicillin) containing either Plk-IGF-I or Plk-IGF-I-Ea insert and the pRSF vector (kanamycin) were cotransformed as described above (transformation). Different ratios were set up including a calculation that has been described before [12].

Table 4. Different ratios of pET11a and pRSF vector for co-transformation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pET11a – Plk-IGF-I</th>
<th>pET11a – Plk-IGF-I-Ea</th>
<th>pRSF</th>
<th>BL21(DE3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26.5 ng</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>404.5 ng</td>
<td>50 µL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.0 ng</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>235.3 ng</td>
<td>50 µL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.0 ng</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>200.0 ng</td>
<td>50 µL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>46.9 ng</td>
<td>186.8 ng</td>
<td>50 µL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>25.0 ng</td>
<td>117.0 ng</td>
<td>50 µL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>83.0 ng</td>
<td>152.7 ng</td>
<td>50 µL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After culturing cells and centrifugation (4500 rpm, 4 °C, 15 min.), a pellet was resuspended in 1.5 ml LB-glycerol-medium and frozen in a cryovial at -80 °C (glycerol stock).
Plk Synthesis

Plk was synthesized as previously described [7]. 3.1 g Boc-Lys-OH((tert-butyloxycarbonyl)-protected L-lysine) was dissolved in 30 mL 1 M sodium hydroxide and 30 mL tetrahydrofuran and cooled to 0 °C using an ice bath. Subsequently, 980µL propargylchloroformate were added dropwise over 5 min. This reaction was stirred overnight at room temperature. The solution was cooled to 0 °C and washed with 150 mL ice-cold diethylether (Et₂O). The solution was acidified with 150 mL ice-cold 1 M hydrochloric acid and then extracted with 150 mL ice-cold ethyl acetate twice. The organic layers were combined and 20 g magnesium sulfate (MgSO₄) was added to dry the solution. After stirring for 5 min. at room temperature, the MgSO₄ was filtered off. The solvent was removed using a rotary evaporator and the Boc-protected Plk was yielded and dissolved in 26 mL dry dichloromethane. 26 mL trifluoroacetic acid was dropwise added and stirred for 1 hour at room temperature. The solvent was removed using a rotary evaporator and the residue was dissolved in 200 mL Et₂O. Plk was precipitated and dried under vacuum.

Overnight culture

Some of the frozen E.coli BL21(DE3) containing the pRSF vector and the pET11a vector (either with Plk-IGF-I or Plk-IGF-I-Ea insert) were transferred into liquid LB medium, supplemented with carbenicillin and kanamycin. The bacterial culture was incubated at 37 °C in a shaking incubator overnight.

Protein expression

Protein expression was done as described before [7]. Briefly, 500 mL TB medium (Terrific Broth) containing 500 mg carbenicillin and 170 mg kanamycin was inoculated with 1% overnight culture and the cells were grown at 37 °C and during shaking at 220 rpm. At OD₆₀₀ = 0.3 4 mM Plk was added and at OD₆₀₀ = 0.8 the protein expression was induced using 1mM IPTG. The cells were harvested by centrifugation (30 min, 4500g) after 16 hours and stored at –80 °C until further usage. Several modifications of the protein expression were tried to optimize the procedure: (i) the temperature was varied (30 °C / 37 °C), (ii) the concentration of Plk was increased to 20 mM, (iii) the TB medium was supplemented with 1 mM magnesium sulfate and
2-3 drops of propylene glycol and baffled flasks were used, (iv) the duration of protein expression was varied and (v) another cell line, the *ArcticExpress (DE3)* cells, was used.

**Inclusion body purification**

Different methods were performed to isolate the protein from inclusion bodies [13, 14].

(I) The pellet was resuspended in 30 mL buffer consisting of Tris/HCl at pH 8, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA and 0.1 mM phenylmethylsulphonyl fluoride (buffer A) [13]. After ultrasonication, the suspension was centrifuged at 25,000 g for 15 min. at 4 °C. The pellet was resuspended in buffer A with 5 M guanidine hydrochloride and 2 mM reduced and 0.2 mM oxidized glutathione. For 1 g pellet, 9 mL buffer was used and the suspension was incubated for 1 h at room temperature. Subsequently it was slowly mixed with 9 vol. buffer A without phenylmethylsulphonyl fluoride, but with 2 mM reduced and 0.2 mM oxidized glutathione and incubated for 2.5 hour at room temperature. After centrifugation at 2,500 g for 15 min at 4 °C, the acquired supernatant was dialyzed against phosphate-buffered saline pH 7.4 at 4 °C.

(II) The pellet was resuspended in 50 mL buffer consisting of 20 mmol Tris and 50 mmol NaCl at pH 8.5 [14]. After ultrasonication, the suspension was centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 15 min. The pellet was resuspended in 50 mL buffer consisting of 20 mmol Tris and 5 mmol EDTA at pH 8. Then, 0.02% lysozyme was added and the suspension was incubated for 3 hours at room temperature. The suspension was centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 15 min and resuspended in 50 mL buffer consisting of 20 mmol Tris, 5 mmol EDTA at pH 8 and 2% Triton X – 100. After centrifugation at 10,000 rpm for 15 min, two wash steps using 50 mL buffer containing 20 mmol Tris at pH 7.5 were done, respectively. This method was also used adjusting the pH of 6.5 (data not shown).

**Sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE)**

SDS-PAGE was performed as described before. In Brief, the stacking gel was a 3.9% polyacrylamide gel at pH 6.8 adjusted by a Tris-HCl buffer and the separating gel was 15% polyacrylamide at pH 8.8 using a Tris-HCl buffer as well. Samples were mixed with SDS sample buffer 6x, heated at 95 °C for 15 min. and applied into the wells of the stacking gel. A protein
ladder was loaded onto the gel (Bio-Rad Laboratories GmbH, München, Germany) and the electrophoresis was run at 120 V.

**Western blot**

After SDS-PAGE, the proteins on the gel were transferred in an electrical field to a nitrocellulose membrane. The membrane was blocked with 5% (m/V) skim milk powder in PBS (smp-PBS) for 1 hour at room temperature and during shaking. Then, the membrane was incubated with polyclonal anti-IGF-I antibody (goat IgG1 isotype) in 5% (m/V) smp-PBS at 4 °C overnight and under agitation. The membrane was three times washed with 0.2% (m/V) polysorbate 20 in PBS for 15 min. and following three times with PBS for 15 min. Incubation with an second antibody, rabbit anti-goat IgG, was for 1 hour at room temperature and under agitation. The wash steps were repeated and subsequently the bound antibodies were detected using the SuperSignal West Pico Chemiluminescent Substrate kit. For documentation the FluorChem FC2 imaging system (Protein Simple, Santa Clara, CA) was used.

For evaluation of non-specific antibody binding, a membrane was not incubated in the primary, but in the secondary antibody. Another western blot was done with a sample containing BL21(DE3) cells, but not an IGF-I epitop. Furthermore, a monoclonal anti-IGF-I antibody was tested.

**In-gel tryptic digestion and mass spectrometric characterization**

Protein samples were applied to SDS-PAGE and subsequently visualized by Coomassie Blue staining [15].

In-gel reduction, acetamidation, and tryptic digestion were done as described before [16]. After elution of the peptides, solutions were desalted using a Millipore C18 Zip Tip according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Electrospray Ionization Mass Spectrometry Analysis (ESI-MS) was performed using an APEX-II FT-ICR (Bruker Daltonic GmbH, Bremen) equipped with a 7.4 T magnet and an Apollo ESI ion source in positive mode.

The samples were injected into the ion source using a Hamilton syringe at a speed of 2 μL per minute with a capillary voltage of 160 V. The detection range of the
mass spectrometer was typically set to 300-2100 m/z. An accumulation of 256 scans was combined at a resolution of 256 K. For evaluation, the mass spectra were deconvolved to the single protonated ion formate using the Bruker Xmas software. The monoisotopic signal was selected for mass determination.

**Protein purification**

Cation exchange chromatography (CEX) was used to separate the expressed IGF-I mutant from other proteins. Therefore, an Äkta purifier system (GE, Munich, Germany) with a HiTrap SP XL column (GE, Munich, Germany) was applied. A linear gradient was run, starting with a 50 mM succinate buffer pH 4.5 (binding buffer) and shifting to 50 mM succinate buffer with 1 M sodium chloride pH 4.5 (elution buffer). The protein peak was collected in 5 mL fractions and analyzed by western blot analysis.

**RESULTS**

**IGF-I mutants**

Two different IGF-I mutants were engineered. One IGF-I mutant (Plk-IGF-I) contained the unnatural amino acid, a pyrrolysine analogue (Plk) at position 3 (E → Plk) and at position 65 (K → Plk). The N-terminus was extended by a further amino acid (aa), a glycine. The molecular weight of Plk-IGF-I was 8.1 kDa [17]. The other IGF-I mutant (Plk-IGF-I-Ea) contained a carboxy-terminal extension of 33 amino acids, the Ea-peptide. Two amino acids of the Ea-peptide, the arginine (R1) and serine (S2) were excluded to prevent cleavage of the Ea-peptide from IGF-I by proteases [18]. Plk was introduced at position 3 (E → Plk) of IGF-I and at position 29’ of the Ea-peptide (K→ Plk, Figure 1). A glycine was inserted at the N-terminus. The molecular weight of Plk-IGF-I-Ea was 11.8 kDa [17].
Figure 1. Amino acid sequence of Insulin-like growth factor I (aa 1-70) containing a Ea-peptide (1’-33’, gray coloured). The four domains of IGF-I were highlighted with colours: A-domain in red, B-domain in green, C-domain in blue and D-domain in yellow. The three intramolecular disulfide bonds are depicted in grey lines.

Agarose gel electrophoresis (I)

After restriction digestion (I) of pUC57-Plk-IGF-I-Ea, pUC57-Plk-IGF-I and pET11a with BamH and NdeI, DNA fragments of different sizes were detected on the agarose gel (Figure 2). The digested pET11a vector (5637 bp) was visible in the range of 5000 and 6000 bp. In the second line, the Plk-IGF-I insert (228 bp) was detected between 200 and 300 bp (highlighted by an arrow) and the rest of the vector (2482 bp) at approximately 2000 bp. In the third line the Plk-IGF-I-Ea insert (327 bp) was detected between 300 and 400 bp and the other part of the vector (2383 bp) ran at approximately 2000 bp. The bands marked with an arrow - digested pET11a (1), Plk-IGF-I (5) and Plk-IGF-I-Ea (4)- were cut and the DNA fragments were extracted from the gel.
Agarose gel electrophoresis (II)

After the restriction digestion (II) with BamH and SAP I to control the ligation of pET11a vector and the Plk-IGF-I-Ea insert, the associated vector was cleaved into two DNA fragments: One, containing the Plk-IGF-I-Ea insert (3681 bp) ran at approximately 4000 bp on the agarose gel and the other part of the vector (2323 bp) at > 2000 bp (Figure 3 A). The DNA fragment between 5000 and 6000 bp was the uncut pET11a vector (5677 bp).

After the restriction digestion of pET11a-Plk-IGF-I, the signal of the fragment containing Plk-IGF-I (3582 bp) was at approximately 4000 bp on the agarose gel, and the other part of the vector was at > 2000 bp. The uncut pET11a vector (5677 bp) was detected at approximately 6000 bp.
Western blot analysis

The western blot analysis after the expression of Plk-IGF-I-Ea at 37 °C resulted in a strong band between 10 and 15 kDa (Figure 4 A). This is a hint for the presence of Plk-IGF-Ea, since the molecular weight of this IGF-I mutant is about 11.8 kDa. Faint bands were observed between 25 – 60 kDa. IGF-I reference was detected at –
10 kDa. The blot of Plk-IGF-I showed weak signals between 35 and 60 kDa (Figure 4 A). The expression of IGF-I mutants at 30 °C and a higher concentration of Plk, 20 mM, lead to clearly visible protein bands between 25 and 60 kDa on the blot for both, Plk-IGF-I-Ea and Plk-IGF-I (Figure 4 B). Additionally, the Plk-IGF-Ea samples, taken 12, 13 and 16 h after the expression was induced by IPTG, showed again a clear signal between 10 and 15 kDa, respectively. This signal was not detected before Plk and IPTG were added (Figure 4 B). Consequently, this finding corroborated the assumption of a successful expression of Plk-IGF-I-Ea. The expression of IGF-I mutants at low temperatures using ArcticExpress cells resulted faint bands at 35 and 55 kDa on the western blot, but a band in the size range of the expected proteins was not detected (Figure 4 C). The monitoring of the time period of the expression of Plk-IGF-Ea at 37 °C and using baffled flasks and additives such as propylenglycol and magnesium sulfate revealed a strong band after 1 h that tailed off with each passing hour and was barely visible after 8 h (Figure 4 D). This protein was not detected before the expression was induced by IPTG, indicating again that Plk-IGF-Ea was expressed. Applying this procedure to Plk-IGF-I yielded in a band between 10 and 15 kDa (Figure 4 F). Furthermore, carrying out the whole process, but without adding Plk to the bacterial culture (blank) resulted in faint signals between 35 and 55 kDa, but not between 10 and 15 kDa (Figure 4 F). The findings showed that the formation of the band between 10 and 15 kDa only occurred if the plasmid with the IGF-I insert was present and Plk and IPTG were supplemented in the medium, thereby providing evidence of expressed IGF-I mutants.
Figure 4. Western blot analysis after expression of IGF-I mutants under different conditions. Temperature (T), Plk concentration (c) and the time period (t) of the expression were varied:


(B) T = 30 °C, c = 20 mM, t = 12, 13, 16 h, lane 1: Plk-IGF-I-Ea (20 µL) before Plk was added, lane 2: Plk-IGF-I-Ea (20 µL) before IPTG was added, lane 3: Plk-IGF-I-Ea (20 µL), t = 12 h, lane 4: Plk-IGF-I-Ea (20 µL), t = 13 h, lane 5: Plk-IGF-I-Ea (20 µL), t = 16 h, lane 6: IGF-I reference (10 µL), lane 7: Plk-IGF-I (20 µL), t = 12 h, lane 8: Plk-IGF-I (20 µL), t = 13 h, lane 9: Plk-IGF-I (20 µL), t = 16 h, lane 10: Plk-IGF-I (20 µL) before IPTG was added, lane 11: Plk-IGF-I (20 µL) before Plk was added.

(C) T = 10 °C (using ArticExpress cells), c = 15 mM, t = 14.5 h, 18.5 h, 24 h, lane 1: IGF-I reference (15 µL), lane 2: Plk-IGF-I-Ea (20 µL) before IPTG was added, lane 3: Plk-IGF-I-Ea (20 µL), t = 14.5 h, lane 4: Plk-IGF-I-Ea (20 µL), t = 18.5 h, lane 5: Plk-IGF-I-Ea (20 µL), t = 24 h, lane 6: Plk-IGF-I (20 µL), t = 24 h, lane 7: Plk-IGF-I (20 µL), t = 18.5 h, Lane 8: Plk-IGF-I (20 µL), t = 14.5 h.
(D) \( T = 37 \, ^\circ \text{C}, \, c = 10 \, \text{mM}, \, t = 1-6 \, \text{h}, \) lane 1: Plk-IGF-I-Ea (10 \, \mu \text{L}) before IPTG was added, lane 2: Plk-IGF-I-Ea (10 \, \mu \text{L}), \, t = 1 \, \text{h}, \) lane 3: Plk-IGF-I-Ea (10 \, \mu \text{L}), \, t = 2 \, \text{h}, lane 4: Plk-IGF-I-Ea (10 \, \mu \text{L}), \, t = 4 \, \text{h}, lane 5: Plk-IGF-I-Ea (10 \, \mu \text{L}), \, t = 5 \, \text{h}, lane 6: Plk-IGF-I-Ea (10 \, \mu \text{L}), \, t = 6 \, \text{h}, lane 7: Plk-IGF-I-Ea (10 \, \mu \text{L}), \, t = 8 \, \text{h}.

(E) \( T = 37 \, ^\circ \text{C}, \, c = 10 \, \text{mM}, \, t = 1 - 2 \, \text{h}, \) lane 1: Plk-IGF-I-Ea (10 \, \mu \text{L}), \, t = 1 \, \text{h}, lane 2: Plk-IGF-I-Ea (10 \, \mu \text{L}), \, t = 2 \, \text{h}, lane 3: Blank (10 \, \mu \text{L}, \, \text{without Plk})

**Antibody specificity**

No proteins were detected on the membrane, when it was not incubated with the primary, but with the secondary antibody only for western blot analysis (data not shown). Accordingly, unspecific binding of the secondary antibody was not observed. In contrast, the western blot of the sample without an IGF-I epitope showed protein bands at 25 - 60 kDa (Figure 5 A, line 10) and consequently unspecific binding of the primary antibody has to be considered. The use of a monoclonal Anti-IGF-I antibody resulted in several bands between 15 and 70 kDa in each lane (Figure 5 B)
Inclusion body purification

The previously detected protein bands in the western blot analysis mostly vanished after the extraction of protein aggregates from the cells [13]. Only a single band at 35 kDa was shown in each sample in the blot after the inclusion body purification (Figure 6 A). Another procedure to purify the Plk-IGF-I-Ea pellet [14] resulted in a distinct band between 10 and 15 kDa and a faint bands between 35 - 55 kDa (Figure 6 B). The applied supernatants did not show any signals.

Figure 5. Western blot analysis: (A) Expression of IGF-I mutants using BL21(DE3), lane 1: Plk-IGF-I-Ea before IPTG was added, lane 2:Plk-IGF-I-Ea before Plk was added, lane 3, 4:Plk-IGF-I, lane 5,6: Plk-IGF-I-Ea, lane 7: IGF-I reference, lane 8: Plk-IGF-I before IPTG was added, lane 9: Plk-IGF-I before Plk was added, lane 10: BL21(DE3) cells containing pET11a without IGF-I epitope, M: protein ladder [kDa]. (B) Expression of IGF-I mutants using ArcticExpress cells at different time points (t) and a monoclonal Anti-IGF-I antibody for western blot: lane 1: Plk-IGF-I-Ea before IPTG was added, lane 2: IGF-I reference, lane 3: Plk-IGF-I-Ea, t = 14.5 h, lane 4: Plk-IGF-I-Ea, t = 18.5 h, lane 5: Plk-IGF-I-Ea, t = 24 h, lane 6: Plk-IGF-I, t = 24 h, lane 7:Plk-IGF-I, t = 18.5 h, lane 8: Plk-IGF-I, t = 14.5 h, M = protein ladder [kDa].
Mass spectrometric characterization

The mass spectrum of IGF-I reference, recorded after trypsin digest, showed mainly four peptide fragments (Figure 7 B): from aa 24 to 38 (m/z = 1667.783), from aa 39 to 52 (m/z = 1592.733), from aa 40 to 52 (m/z = 1436.629) and from aa 58 to 70 (m/z = 1519.816). The same peptides were also found in the mass spectrum of Plk-IGF-Ea (Figure 7 A). This provided evidence that Plk-IGF-I-Ea was successfully expressed.
Figure 7. Mass chromatogram of (A) Plk-IGF-I-Ea and (B) IGF-I reference after in-gel tryptic digestion and ESI-MS.
Protein purification

During cation exchange chromatography protein was eluted with buffer containing 50 mM succinate and 1 M sodium chloride at pH 4.5 and collected in a row of fractions from 40 to 49 (Figure 8 A). The analysis of the fractions by western blot resulted in a single band between 10 and 15 kDa (Figure 7 B).

Figure 8. (A) Cation exchange chromatogram after the expression and inclusion body purification [14] of Plk-IGF-I-Ea. The collected fractions (40 – 49) are highlighted in grey. (B) Western blot of the collected fractions after CEX. The fractions (40-49) were sequentially applied onto the gel from line 1-10. M: protein ladder [kDa].
DISCUSSION

We designed two IGF-I mutants with an incorporated unnatural amino acid. Therefore, in one variant the Glu3 and Lys65 were exchanged for a Plk, respectively. Glu3 is not crucial for IGF-I receptor binding [19] and several examples of IGF-I with deletion or mutation of Glu3 have already been reported [20]. The substitution of Glu3 by either Gly or Arg resulted in a higher potency, but reduced binding to bovine IGFBP-2 and reduced affinity to type-1 receptor on rat L6 myoblasts compared to IGF-I [21]. Similarly, there are several studies reporting on modifications of Lys65. Mutation of Lys65 to Ala reduced the IGF-I receptor affinity 10 fold [19, 22] and pegylation of Lys65 resulted in a 2 fold decrease of receptor phosphorylation [23]. Furthermore, Lys65 was mutated to arginine [24]. According to other studies the D domain of IGF-I on which Lys65 is located was only slightly involved in receptor binding [19, 25].

The other IGF-I mutant with the extension of an Ea-peptide is actually the precursor protein of IGF-I. We prevented the naturally protease cleavage of the Ea-peptide by deleting its first two amino acids, Arg1 and Ser2, following previous studies [6]. Thereby, we provided IGF-I with an increased stability in the presence of serum for which previous studies demonstrated a maintained bioactivity [6, 26, 27]. Likewise, the Glu3 was mutated to Plk and additionally the Lys29 of the Ea-peptide. The decoration of IGF-I with alkyne groups allows the conjugation to other molecules or surfaces by the click reaction [7].

The protein expression at 37 °C and over 16 hours resulted in a signal between 10 and 15 kDa, implying Plk-IGF-I-Ea (Figure 4 A). However, the yield was too low arguably as the protein got lost in part during the extraction of inclusion bodies (Figure 6 A). Another strategy to enhance the yield of soluble protein and avoid inclusion body formation is the reduction of the temperature during the expression [28, 29]. Inclusion bodies constitute intracellular aggregates of mostly missfolded proteins and commonly form during high-level expression [28]. Lowering the temperature resulted in less hydrophobic interactions and thereby less incorrectly folded proteins. Furthermore, the transcription and translation rate were decreased allowing sufficient time for correct folding [28]. Hence, we expanded the experiments and performed protein expression at 30 °C and even at 12 °C using ArcticExpress cells that co-express cold-adapted chaperonins to support protein folding. Surprisingly, western blot analysis after the expression at 12 °C showed that IGF-I mutants were not formed (Figure 4 C) within 24 hours. However, expression at 30 °C lead to formation of Plk-IGF-Ea (Figure 4 B). This presumption is supported by the fact that the
protein was not detected before Plk and IPTG was added. Strong bands of byproducts were also detected. The band at 25 kDa may be assigned to aggregated IGF-I (e.g. dimer) or more likely unspecific binding of the antibody, since this band has already been detected before the expression was induced by IPTG. Similarly, the band at 55 kDa seems not to represent IGF-I but rather the pyrrolysyl-tRNA synthetase having a molecular weight of ~ 50 kDa. This is corroborated by the results of the antibody specificity testing, since the signal at 55 kDa was also detected in a sample of BL21(DE3) cells, but without an IGF-I epitope (Figure 5A). These results warranted further strategies in an effort to optimize protein expression. Low protein yields can be attributed to low cell density and detrimental effects caused by foam for example. Shaking in combination with surface active agents such as proteins leads to foam formation and bursting bubbles can induce shear forces harming cells and secreted proteins [30]. Furthermore, foam decreases the gas exchange and cells or medium can pass over into the foam phase thereby affecting the efficiency of the process [30]. Indeed, supplementation of the culture medium with antifoams raised the yield of protein production [31, 32]. Hence, we pursued a new strategy and added an antifoam agent to the culture medium (TB medium), the poly(propylene glycol). Additionally, we used baffled flasks to generate a turbulent flow and increase the gas exchange and the oxygen intake. Besides, magnesiumsulfate was supplemented to the medium, since it promotes the cell growth to achieve higher densities [33], as well as high temperatures (37 °C). As a result of these changes, we detected a strong signal between 10 and 15 kDa in the western blot of the sample that was taken 1 hour after the expression was induced with IPTG (Figure 4D, E). Western blot analysis do not allow a quantitative assessment, despite we postulate raising the yield of Plk-IGF-I-Ea, since we halved the applied sample volume onto SDS-PAGE, but got this strong signal along with less byproducts. Additionally we measured the four peptides assignable to IGF-I fragments in mass spectrometric analyses (Figure 7).

Even a signal of the Plk-IGF-I sample was detected in the western blot for the first time using this procedure (Figure 4E). However, Plk-IGF-I-Ea was not stable under these conditions, since the band intensity diminished over the time (Figure 4D). After 8 hours the signal is only faintly visible. It is probable that the expression yielded in a fairly large quantity of target protein, but cellular proteases degraded IGF-I in this unprotected environment [34, 35]. Different approaches to overcome low yields of IGF-I in E. coli were described such as the fusion of the IGF-I gene with a truncated lacZ gene that encodes for ß-galactosidase [36]. A hydroxylamine cleavage site
enabled the recovery of the mature IGF-I. A strong enhancement of the production of the IGF-I fusion protein in *E. coli* was achieved by coexpression of the genes that were significantly down-regulated after the induction of the target protein expression [37]. Another strategy for improved IGF-I fusion protein production was the suppression of cell filamentation by coexpression of two *E. coli* genes that are involved in cell division processes [38]. For optimization of the production and purification of IGF-I, it was also linked to LH through a methionine and cyanogen bromide degradation yielded in the mature IGF-I [34]. Furthermore, IGF-I was fused to a portion of interferon γ through a methionine and cleaved with cyanogene bromide [39] and the growth conditions were improved regarding the composition of the culture medium and its additives such as yeast, glucose and amino acids [40].

Another efficient system was developed by fusing IGF-I with an N-terminal extension of the first 46 amino acids of methionyl porcine GH and a dipeptide (Val-Asn). Cleavage was done at the Asn-Gly linkage using hydroxylamine [21]. The expression of IGF-I linked to a IgG-binding peptide had the advantage of a convenient protein purification using an IgG-Sepharose column [41, 42]. An alternative possibility for a successful IGF-I production was the usage of yeast [43, 44]. A common procedure to purify IGF-I is cation exchange chromatography [36, 39]. We achieved small signals in the chromatogram after CEX and an insufficient separation and yield of Plk-IGF-I-Ea. A well-established strategy for facilitated protein purification is the fusion of the protein with a polyhistidine-tag that enables affinity chromatography [45] and could also afford an opportunity for Plk-IGF-I-Ea. While we still have to focus – on an improvement on the yield and the purification of IGF-I, we have successfully expressed Plk-IGF-I-Ea and presumably of Plk-IGF-I for the first time.

**CONCLUSION**

We engineered two different IGF-I mutants containing a pyrrolysine analogue (Plk) at two positions, respectively. The decoration with Plk provides the possibility of linking molecules through click reaction. The expression of IGF-I mutants was demonstrated by western blot and corroborated by mass spectrometry for Plk-IGF-I-Ea. Hence, we showed the feasibility of the production of IGF-I mutants, an important requirement for our innovative IGF-I delivery concept.
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CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

IGF-I is an influential and versatile growth factor and a forceful stimulator of protein synthesis [1, 2]. Consequently, a benefit of IGF-I treatment is indicated in many different diseases such as muscle atrophy, growth failure, cartilage lesions, fracture repair, osteoporosis or neurodegenerative disorders [3-11]. The therapy can be carried out both locally or systemically. Systemic administration is typically performed by means of subcutaneous injections that are already available commercially (e.g.Increlex) [12]. Localized IGF-I delivery is favoured in the field of tissue engineering or fracture repair. For this purpose, depot dosage forms are preferably applied avoiding frequent administrations and overcoming the challenge of the short half-life of free IGF-I [1, 13]. Depot delivery systems such as implants or microparticles have been reported releasing IGF-I over several days and it may be assumed that constant and efficient plasma levels can be achieved bypassing peaks and strong side effects such as severe hypoglycaemia using these IGF-I delivery systems. Microparticles based on PLGA or the biopolymer silk-fibroin have been widely used for successful IGF-I delivery [3, 5, 7-10, 14-16]. Also immediate IGF-I delivery systems have been developed for administration via the pulmonary route [17]. Hence, different routes of administration and various delivery systems for IGF-I, solid and liquid dosage forms are summarized in this work. We outline advice regarding formulation and process parameters (e.g. pH, buffer, excipients) for stable and efficient IGF-I delivery systems. In addition, IGF-I delivered in a complex with IGFBP-3 (Iplex) was a successful approach to reduce the administration to a single dose once a day [18, 19]. Interesting biotechnological modifications such as PEGylation [20-24] or the extension of IGF-I with an E-peptide, as it is naturally expressed, improved the pharmacokinetic properties of IGF-I as for instance demonstrated by a prolonged half-life of IGF-I in the blood circulation [25]. Furthermore, IGF-I decoration was instrumental to achieve IGF-I targeting to certain tissues [26, 27]. Briefly, we review different strategies of IGF-I modification and decoration showing an improved pharmacokinetic pattern of IGF-I.

This PhD thesis also demonstrates the suitability of IGF-I for pulmonary delivery [6, 17]. We developed liquid IGF-I formulations preserving IGF-I integrity over several months and revealing beneficial nebulization performances. Nebulization of aqueous solutions is a common procedure to deliver proteins to the deeper regions in the lung. The droplet size was a decisive
factor for a successful deposition and greatly influenced by formulation parameters and nebulizers [28]. The nebulization of IGF-I formulated in 50 mM histidine buffer and 150 mM NaCl at pH 6.5 using an air-jet or a vibrating-mesh nebulizer was comparable with the nebulization of a 0.9% sodium chloride reference regarding fine particle fraction, mass median aerodynamic diameter, and aerosol output rate. Proteins may be harmed by air jet or ultrasonic nebulizer, but we did not detect formation of covalent aggregates in non-reducing SDS-PAGE after the nebulization, respectively. However, a slight increase in oxidized IGF-I was observed after the experiment regardless of the device used. All in all, the data suggested that the delivery through this mode of administration is feasible. The stability testing of liquid IGF-I formulations varying in buffer type, sodium chloride concentration (50 – 150 mM) and pH value (4.5 – 6.5) showed that IGF-I integrity was influenced by the buffer type. Furthermore Met(o) IGF-I formation along with reducible dimers and trimers were observed in acetate buffer after 4 month storage and the formation of aggregates was more pronounced at low pH value. Accordingly, a loss of IGF-I bioactivity was assessed under these conditions. However, IGF-I stability and bioactivity was fully preserved in histidine buffer over the entire pH range. The stability testing should be expanded to defined conditions regarding temperature and humidity and over a prolonged time period. In addition, further tests have to be performed to make a clear statement of the lung deposition of IGF-I in humans, but the experiments that have already been done, encouraged us to follow up on the strategy of pulmonary IGF-I delivery. Thus, in the third chapter of this thesis in vitro transport of IGF-I through a lung epithelial cell monolayer (Calu-3 model) was studied and resulted in kinetics comparable with insulin that was already successfully applied via the pulmonary route. Furthermore, we embedded IGF-I in microparticles based on both trehalose and silk-fibroin by nano spray drying. Trehalose is a well-established excipient in spray drying and pulmonary protein delivery. It has low chemical reactivity, a high glass transition and is not hygroscopic [29]. Additionally it shows advantageous properties in aerolization of dry powder, associated with an increased fine particle fraction [29]. Silk-fibroin is a protein polymer and a favored carrier for drug delivery owing to its properties as biocompatibility and biodegradability [30, 31]. Furthermore we have the possibility to embed sensitive growth factors into silk-fibroin under mild and aqueous conditions. Silk-fibroin is widely used and well-studied for several biomedical applications. It has extensively been reported that silk-fibroin stabilized formulations with sensitive biologics as for instance the
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preservation of integrity of growth factors, particularly IGF-I. Hence, we decided to evaluate the potential of silk-fibroin to deliver IGF-I through the lung and in comparison to the common excipient trehalose. Both kinds of microparticles possessed shapes and properties allowing alveolar deposition as demonstrated by next generation impactor measurements. IGF-I integrity was completely maintained in trehalose microparticles including the antioxidant methionine. IGF-I was also protected in silk-fibroin (no methionine was added) except for a slight oxidation. Silk-fibroin microparticles were further analyzed by FTIR and XRPD regarding crystallinity and by DVS. However, other analytical techniques for the characterization of silk-fibroin are needed for a better understanding of interactions between silk-fibroin and IGF-I to clarify for instance the lower loading or outcome of IGF-I during release compared to IGF-I/trehalose microparticles. The systemic availability of IGF-I after pulmonary application was demonstrated in an ex vivo human lung lobe model. The use of both carriers, trehalose or silk-fibroin, resulted in identical uptake kinetics of IGF-I through the epithelial barrier of the lung into the blood circulation. This work shows the promising potential of IGF-I for pulmonary delivery and the option of silk-fibroin for pulmonary use. However, in vivo studies have to be performed in the future, since the deposition of the drug is also influenced by the anatomy of the respiratory tract (e.g. mouth cavity, epiglottis, and pharynx) and the consistency of mucosa [32]. Similarly, toxicological studies are unavoidable to clarify that there are no harmful effects of IGF-I on the lung tissue or interference with the natural IGF-I signaling in the lung.

In the last part of the thesis, the focus was shifted from solutions or carriers with dissolved or physically absorbed IGF-I to advanced IGF-I analogues allowing for a site specific decoration at predetermined sites within the biologic. Thereby, polymers modulating the pharmacokinetics could be site specifically tagged to IGF-I, resulting in homogenous product outcome and an overall improvement of pharmaceutical quality standards. Therefore, we followed another interesting approach for IGF-I delivery through the targeted decoration of IGF-I by engineering an IGF-I variant including a pyrrolysine analogue (Plk) and thereby introducing an alkyne function. This modification provides the opportunity to link IGF-I with other molecules possessing an azido group following a Cu (I) catalyzed (Huisgen azide-alkyne cycloaddition) strategy yielding a decoration in a site-specific manner [33-37]. As demonstrated by western blot and mass spectrometry, we expressed an IGF-I variant containing Plk on two different positions of the protein sequence and with improved pharmacokinetic properties. These promising results
indicated, that IGF-I analogues with the desired functionality may be obtained through genetic engineering. However, the work is still at a preliminary state. Further work is to be devoted for the optimization to up- and downstream processes alike with the ultimate goal to increase the protein yield. Afterwards Plk-IGF-I can be linked with other molecules or surfaces such as cells or implants. The immobilization of growth factors is an attractive strategy for tissue repair and regeneration [38]. Another promising approach is the PEGylation via click reaction using an azido-PEG polymer. This site-specific PEGylation results in strictly homogenous conjugated products. Furthermore, a bioresponsive (e.g. protease sensitive) linker could be placed between the biologic and the polymer. Providing an upregulated protease can serve as a reliable proxy for a disease flare, systemically given “IGF-I – bioresponsive linker – PEG” conjugates shuttle to the site of need, at which these are effectively cleaved by the target protease. Thereby, IGF-I is liberated from the complex and exerting its anabolic role in a strictly confined manner. Such targeted IGF-I delivery deploying bioresponsive linkers form an attractive strategy, since inflammatory diseases are usually associated with upregulated protease activity. Thus, the linker get selectively cleaved by proteases such as matrix metalloproteinase (MMP-8) and the active form of IGF-I is released locally from the conjugate. Thereby, active IGF-I is located to the seat of the disease while otherwise shuttling systemically as part of the conjugate. Plk-IGF-I can also be connected with other biopharmaceutics via protease sensitive or otherwise cleavable linkers. An interesting option is the conjunction of Plk-IGF-I and a myostatin antagonist, possibly in terms of a necklace. Using this strategy combines the anabolic effect of IGF-I and the anti-catabolic effect of a myostatin antagonist and may result in an enhanced and synergistic activity, e.g. in sarcopenia. Certainly, the bioactivity of IGF-I after the incorporation of the two Plks and after the click reaction and protease cleavage has to be demonstrated. Similarly, we have to focus on the accomplishment and selectivity of the click reaction and cleavage of the linker by proteases. Furthermore different ratios of the participating biopharmaceutics have to be analysed to find appropriate conditions for the click reaction and following therapeutic effect. Therefore, the performance of in vivo studies is absolutely essential following thorough in vitro characterisation. It might also be the question whether free alkyne groups are able to react with other groups in the human bodies and induce thereby harmful effects, e.g. nucleophilic thiol groups of cysteines. In this thesis we laid the first stone for an innovative IGF-I delivery system
by demonstrating feasibility of the expression of Plk-IGF-I using E.coli, but still much work has to be done for the implementation of this strategy and to answer the arising questions.

In conclusion, in this thesis we demonstrate various strategies for IGF-I delivery and contribute to a better knowledge of a successful and safe IGF-I therapy. IGF-I was aerolized for pulmonary use and, extending from these studies, advanced particle carriers with physically entrapped IGF-I were developed and characterized. Lastly, novel IGF-I analogues with functional groups at specific sites of the primary sequence were genetically engineered, which are primed for covalent coupling of polymers, to surfaces, or of other molecules with unmatched spatial control.
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